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Council
commits
funds to
MCTA

New tuition
plan OK'd
by MISD

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council
By TOM BERRY
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Staff Writer
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of include a specific amount of
Vinson unanimously approved the proposal during Leeann Myers, right, takes the oath of office for her seat on the Calloway County Board
Administering the oath money but rather is just a coma meeting of the board Thursday night.
Education. Myers was recently named to fill a vacant seat on the board.
mitment to provide something.
Pitman pointed out that the major factor in the is Cindy Grubbs, Calloway County School Distnct finance officer.
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MCTA received $24,000
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to do all they can to encourage them to continue.
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DROP WHAT YOU'RE DOING

Drivers
may
help ID
robber

Sherifflog

Murray L

•

Marshall County Sheriffs Department
• Deputy Don Tidwell responded to a three-vehicle injury crash at
8. 19 p.m. Wednesday at U.S. 641 and Ky. 402 in Hardin, lobby
L. Gregware, 33, of Smiths, Ala., was northbound on U.S. 641 in
an International tractor-trailer when another vehicle driven by
Christopher A. Bassett, 19, of Benton, ran the stop light at the
intersection. The tractor-trailer struck Bassett's vehicle on the driver's side. A third vehicle, which was stopped in the turning lane,
also was struck. Willie J. Ward, 67, of Hardin, was driving the
third vehicle, which passenger Kathyleen Ward also occupied
EMS transported Bassett to Marshall County Hospital. The
Wards and Gregware were not injured.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Staff Report
Murray Police Department
officers are looking for two
vehicles that were at Pocket's
Shell station about the same
time an unidentified armed robbery suspect left the gas station
on foot early Thursday morning.
"If they hadn't had working
The images from security Staff Report
Occupants of a Robert smoke detectors, it could have
camera footage show two vehicles at gas pumps and police are Wiggins Drive home escaped been bad news," Cherry said
hoping the drivers' of those safely after a fire started beneath "They said when they woke up
vehicles may have seen the rob- the floor and smoke detectors they were coughing and chokbery suspect flee. One image woke them up early this morn- ing."
Heavy fire damage was conshows a silver passenger car ing.
Calloway County Fire- tained the floor of the kitchen
parked at a pump at 12:44 a.m.
while the other shows a red car Rescue responded to the home and den while smoke damaged
Just off Brinn Road at 2:35 a.m. the house throughout.
there at 12:42 a.m.
CCFR responded with 23
MPD officers are looking for today after a tire was underneath
an unidentified white male who the floor in the house's kitchen firefighters in eight trucks and
left the store on foot with an and den. CCFR Chief Greg was on the scene for about 3 1/2
undisclosed amount of cash Cherry said the house was full of hours.
Cherry said the cause is
after entering Pocket's with a smoke when the occupants
undetermined at this time.
handgun and demanding money. woke up.
Officers responded to the
scene at 12:59 a.m. Thursday.
Anyone with information on
these vehicles or the suspect
should contact MPD Detective
Kendra Smith at 751-1621 or From Front
CrimeStoppers' anonymous tip
the meeting asking the board to exercise more control over students
line at 751-9500.
riding the school buses. Brian Mills told the board that his son had
told him that he had to sit in the floor of a bus as a result of overcrowding.
Mills questioned the seating capacity of the buses and asked that
the board look into the bus capacity issue.
"We would like for the board to look into this matter and see if
some students can be shifted around to other buses to better balance
the bus capacity loads," he said.
Director of Transportation for the school district, Mike Johnson,
A motivational "Essential
Study Skills Seminar- will he presented averaged numbers to the board from the past 5-6 months
Murray
State that showed none of the three buses in question were running at full
held
on
University's campus on March capacity, and he noted there was plenty of seating available.
"The buses are not overcrowded and students should not be sit12 and 13 (participants may
ting
in the isles or in the emergency exit area." he said, adding that
session).
attend either
The seminar is designed to students found in these areas are to be wntten up and reported to the
provide useful tips to students proper authorities,.
It was noted that many students simply don't want to sit three-towho want to succeed in college
by studying smarter, not harder. a-seat because they feel crowded or uncomfortable. However,
It offers practical solutions for Hoskins said that with the buses only averaging students totaling in
grade improvement and dealing the 50s on a 78 passenger bus there should not be a problem.
Myers added that, although it might not be as comfortable as ear
witft' pers6410 issues &Intel/fey
might wish, she felt there was room for three adults per seat.
become academic problems.
Mills contented that the number 78 was for small, elementary
By placing an ernphasis on
the importance of class atten- children and should not apply to middle school students.
It was noted that bus drivers, at times, do have a "blind spot"
dance, note taking, asking questions in class, reading textbooks. behind some seats and an extra effort would be made to be sure all
doing homework, honesty/pla- students were in their seats at all times. Hoskins said the board
giarism, understanding course would make notification to all bus drivers and also get word to parconcepts, seeking assistance ents to tell students to properly sit in the seats on the buses.
Among the consent agenda items were approval of 2007-2008
when needed and personal
responsibility, the seminar helps Calloway County Day Treatment Center Educational and Treatment
calendar and make-up calendar; request for early graduation; and instudents achieve better grades.
The seminar is especially rec- service credit for board members.
Also, the board recognized by the board were members of the
ommended to freshmen and
transfer students, as well as East Elementary Chess Club, the District Writing Contest winner,
the East Elementary' Academic Club and the Calloway County
those with a C.P.A. below 3.0
Dr. Bertus Ferreira, associate Middle School seventh and eighth grade girls' basketball teams.
The Chess Team at East Elementary School recently sent several
professor of social work, criminal justice and gerontology at members to the State Tournament in Louisville. Also, Jennifer
Murray State. will be conduct- LaRose, a fifth grade student at East Elementary School has been
named the distnct winner in the "2006-2007 Grandparent of the
ing the seminar.
The seminar will be held Year" essay contest sponsored by AARP Kentucky and the
from 4:30 to 5:40 p.m. on each Kentucky Retired Teachers' Association (KRTA). She was also the
day in the Freed Curd first student selected as the school and county winner.
She will go on to compete at the state level.
Auditorium

Smoke detectors alert
family to morning fire

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Jon Bell, eighth grade science teacher at Murray Middle school, recently challenged his students to make a parachute that would keep an egg from breaking when it was dropped 30 feet.
Students were to use the facts they had learned while studying Newton's Law about calculating velocity, gravity and force to make the parachute. Mike Epperson, seventh grade science
reacher, dropped the eggs from above the atrium while students calculated how fast they
dropped From the data they collected students will figure from the speed and distance at what
point the egg cracked Ryan Kelly and Landon Bogess made the parachute that stayed in the
air the longest at a time of 10.2 seconds. Pictured above, Epperson examines an egg prior to
dropping it

Senate panel revamps bill aimed
at protecting social workers
1-kANKIIIKE.
X bill aimed at
ariproy iHg satcguard%
isentut ky social work
.4-s in the wake ot d colleague's death was rev.iit
:en 'Thursday by a Senate panel ill111 11.11_1.111g 1[1,111
.1 top aide t,, (*toy i• fine Ht.11.110E
The yersion headed to the (nil S•einite 111d luites
rio guariuitees tor the hiring .1 additional social
workers. but Health and Fannlv 'Services
Secretary Mark Birdwhistell said it go.c. him
MOM LIMO& to tr!. 10 protctt sot lal workei,
Birdwhistell sani 11 he decided extra ,tattisw
was needed. he could dip into eusti n v
lunds and seek additional state lurid. I.
plush it
The .Nppropriation. and Rey cline -11.111111,A'
s IitiiIr''it
soled to allow Birdwhistell 1,,
in additional state kinds it needed aloric ii il,
reshuffling cabinet lunki.
The so-,.alled "Boni Bill ,ietto how la‘t

sear death ot Boni Frederick, who was stabbed
and beaten when she took a 10-month-old boy to
his mothei's house tor a visit at Henderson in
v.esteni Kentucky last October.
(,,s Little Fletcher proposed lawmakers
approve about 1,20 million over the next 16
months tor the uutiative. His proposal sought to
add more than '5(K) social services staffers, equip
social workers with two-way radios and create
neutral hications for supervised visits between
birth parents anti their abused or neglected chill, err
House passed version included
K
in,Ioding $2 5 million in extra state funds, to
!we more social workers and to open visitation
senate President Day id Williams said the visitation centers -might be a good idea, hut it's an
untested idea

II New tuition ...
From Front
and
tither details include
,,,
equipment needs at all three
renovation and mes hank al teatir,..ii
,IdC,
1:11f11 and
NIES Work on Murray Middle .. ill,l1I,
stadium are also inc hided
m
Noting recent Aork at \ifs
member INMIIIC NA ilk he•det
Murray High Sch,s,i he go Ill riot its rhe plan
,Itt', tat. and a public
must be appro.ed
forum will be scheduled soon to heat „alime nt's
i„
from the public.
In other action. the hoard
recognized the as k.omph.htnents 'it the
Murray High St his'I heerleading ,q11.1k1 is hi' is on
first place in the ...tale All 5 .hatninon.hips

win a slate championship in anything -anything
is quite an accomplishment." Rogers
said to members 1)1 the squad that attended the
meeting "We are very proud of each and every
one oh !,011."
the board also praised live Murray Elementary
School students tor their accomplishments dunng
the MIrS Science Fair. The students were credited
with creating experiments utilizing the scientific
method during the in-school competition.
Npproyed a calendar for the 2007-2(X)8
school year. The calendar establishes sets a starting date ot August 5 tor students with the last day
it school tentanyely planned for May 16. 2008.
all break has been planned for Oct. 8 through
(Ku 12 Christmas break has been set for Dec.20
through Jan 2
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MSU study
seminar is
planned

From Front
and show everyone what
Murray is about,- Wilson said.
Anyone interested in contributing to the broadcast can
contact MliS teacher Jared Rosa
or Wilson at the school at 7535202.
—Heard a report from councilman Jason Pittman. who
chairs the long-range planning
committee, which meet in executive session earlier in the
evenit,to discuss possible
propeacquisition for a new
Murray Fire Department station.
Pittman said the committee
authonzed Mayor Tom Rushing
to proceed with the acquisition
with a letter of intent.
"We're taking baby steps
right now, but we're taking
long-range planning steps we
haven't done before." Rushing
said.
t nanimous I y. approved

pros dung an additional $51,(XX)
to the city's health insurance
fund after councilman Robert
Billington Jr.. who chairs the
health insurance committee, presented the current scenario in the
pool for the self-insured plan.
Billington said after June 30.
2006. the fund had $354,000,
but since then claims have dwindled that to $140.000. The premium for the single-coverage
plans will increase at a rate that
will bring in $51,000 total over
the next three months, according
to Carol Roberts, the city's
finance director.
City employees don't pay
any of the premium on the single
plan, so the city will in effect
transfer the $51.000 from the
general and utility funds.
Roberts said city officials will
revisit the health insurance rates
for the coming fiscal year in
May.
—Approved on the second

reading amendments to the current city ordinances to allow the
City of Murray to collect 8 percent of the revenue from alcoholic beverage sales from caterer's who are appropriately
licensed.
A state law passed in 2004
allows caterers to sell alcohol in
communities that already have
an alcohol ordinance in place.
such as Murray's liquor-by-thedrink provision, but the local
law needed to be amended in
order for the city to collect the
revenue.
Like restaurants with liquor
licenses, caterers will report
their monthly sales to city officials.
—Approved on the first reading the text amendment to the
zoning ordinance to allow
planned residential projects like
townhouse communities in single-family zones.
Once approved on its second
reading, the amendment will
allow projects such is residential areas with multiple units situated on one large tract of land
with zero lot lines in the singlefamily zone as a conditional use
permit. Such a permit requires
approval of the Murray Planning
Commission and Board of
Zoning Adjustments.
Even without lot lines, the
developments would have to
meet the city's density requirement of no more than 4.3 units
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Court costs Emergency funds secured to
•
can now be
ge
brid
replace Doores Trail Road
paid with
state's county road money to be available just for •
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Erneigency funds total- such emergency situations.
credit cards ing $60,000 have been authorized to assist -This emergency bridge replacement is exactly
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COLONEL DUNN: State Rep. Melvin Henley, R-Murray,
presents MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn with a Kentucky
Colonel Certificate, recently held in Frankfort at a legislative
reception in the Berry Hill Mansion.

KentuckvInBrief
Senate passes minimum wage bill,
heads back to House
would

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky •s minimum wage
increase for the first time in a decade under a bill the Senate
approved Thursday evening.
The Republican-controlled Senate voted 33-1 to pass a plan that
would gradually increase Kentucky's wage floor to $7.25 an hour by
2(109.
The bill returns to the House for additional consideration.
Jim Sullivan, a pizza driver in Louisville, makes slightly more
than the minimum wage, but said he hopes the increase will lift his
wages, too.
Sullivan said its tough to get by on low-end wages.
"The minimum wage only does so much. It's definitely a step in
the right direction,- he said of the Senate action.

Special to the Ledger
Calloway County court costs
and fines can now be paid by
announced
card,
credit
Calloway County Circuit Court
Clerk Linda Avery.
Avery explained that the
Calloway County Office of
Circuit Court Clerk has traditionally accepted cash, checks or
money orders as payment, but it
has recently added the capability
of accepting payments by Visa,
MasterCard, American Express
and Discover Card at the counter.
'Providing the option of paying by credit card is a service
that many people have come to
expect and we are glad that 'we
can offer it to them," said Avery.
The Office of Circuit Court
Clerk is located in the Calloway
County Judicial Building.
Calloway is one of 18
Kentucky counties that allows
citizens to pay court costs and
fines by credit card, according to
Scott Brown, general manager
for the Department of Auditing
Services of the Administrative
Office of the Courts (AOC),
which provides operational support to circuit court clerks
statewide.
The AOC is evaluating the
success of this program in order
to decide how quickly to implement it in other counties.
Circuit court clerks have
offices in all 120 Kentucky
counties and are responsible for
managing the records of circuit
and district courts. The AOC
supports the activities of more
than 3,500 Kentucky Court of
Justice employees, including the
elected offices of justices,
judges and circuit court clerks.

General Assembly butting heads
over pension plan
said they

FRANKFORT. Ky. 1AP) — Key House lawmakers
won't pass a Senate proposal to overhaul the state's financially troubled pension system, during a series of verbal jabs Thursday.
Lawmakers in the Democrat-controlled House want to wait on a
plan that could limit pension benefits for future state employees. But
in the GOP-led Senate, Republican and Democrat lawmakers say a
change is needed before the General Assembly adjourns this year to
prevent the state pension fund from taking on an extra $200 million
in debt.
Despite their differences, lawmakers say they can still cooperate
with each other.
"Nothing has been said up to this point that is so disagreeable that
we can't still continue to work together,- Senate President David
Williams, R-Burkesville, said.
Lawmakers are scheduled to meet Friday and Monday before
taking a two-week recess. Right now, the legislature is scheduled to
return on March 26 for its final two veto consideration days.
House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green, recommended
that a task force be appointed to review the Senate proposal and
make a pension plan recommendation for next year's legislative session. Richards, who is a candidate in the May 22 Democratic gubernatorial primary, said lawmakers needed to approach the matter with
caution.

Ky. man pleads innocent
to killing wife
Kentucky man accused of

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) ---- A central
killing his wife and later holding his editor brother at gunpoint at a
newspaper office pleaded innocent Thursday to a murder charge.
John William Todd Jr.. 62, entered the plea in Fayette County
District Court. He was being held on a $5(X),000 cash bond.
He turned himself in to deputies Wednesday night at the Fayette
County sheriff's department after a bizarre day that police said
began when he shot his wife at their Lexington home.
Todd then fled to the Richmond Register, where he pulled out a
gun during a meeting with his brother, editor Jim Todd, said Lone
Love, the Register's assistant editor. Love said the two brothers
stayed in the editor's office for about 90 minutes behind closed
doors before walking to John Todd's van behind the newspaper
building.
Todd declined to say whether he killed his wife during a jailhouse
interview with WLEX-TV in Lexington He told the TV station he
got into an argument with his wife over a job and money. and then
they started drinking alcohol. He didn't say what happened after
that.

-.

Owensboro man charged with animal
g death
cruelty after draggin
A western Kentucky man has been

OWENSBORO. Ky.(AP)
charged with animal cruelty after allegedly chaining a dog to the
hack of his vehicle and dragging it to death, police said.
Todd Bowlds. 34. was arrested on Thursday and charged with
cruelty to animals in the second degree, a misdemeanor. Police said
Bowlds tied a pit bull to the back of a vehicle and dragged the dog
a half-mile, then turned around and dragged it another half mile
before coming to a stop. killing the dog.
Bowlds was arrested at his home by Davies Cowity Sheriff's
deputies. Police did not say if the dog belonged to Bowlds.

Arson blamed in downtown
Frankfort fire
burned through several

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — The fire that
buildings in the state capital's downtown historic district on March
4 was the work of an arsonist, officials said.
In a joint report released Thursday. federal, state and local investigators said the fire was "incendiary in nature and intentionally set."
according to a press release. A four-day investigation ruled out electrical, natural gas and heating systems as potential causes.

Calloway County with the emergency replacement
of a bridge on County Road 1466/Doores Trail
Road.
"By awarding this money to Calloway County
we are fulfilling the cabinet's mandate from Gov.
Fletcher to improve economic development and
the quality of life for the citizens of the
Commonwealth," Transportation Secretary Bill
Nighbert said. "Allocating funds for emergency
repairs reflects our commitment to safe and reliable transportation."
The bridge crosses Edwards Branch 1.3 miles
north of KY 464 in Calloway County near the
community. Calloway County
Backusburg
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins said the road has
been closed since rushing floodwaters from a
major storm in September destroyed the structure.
"This bridge is in a rural area of'the county, but
it serves as a convenience to people of that area,"
Judge Elkins said. "Our road budget would have
taken a big hit if the county was forced to cover
the entire cost of a replacement. We had bridges,
culverts, and roadways that were severely damaged by this same storm last fall, so the county had
quite a lot of expense making other repairs."
Elkins noted that the emergency funds come
from a special fund that sets aside 3 percent of the

why the legislature set up this special emergency
fund," Elkins said. "We appreciate the Kentucky ;
Transportation Cabinet's appropriation of this
money to the county when it is needed. This
assistance is appreciated."
Chief District Engineer Jim LeFevre said aiding with the cost of emergency repairs is just one
of many ways the cabinet assists area counties.
"From time to time there are going to be speci
circumstances like this bridge repair where one of
ow counties needs extra assistance," LeFevre said.3
"The cabinet's goal is to assist our county road-4:
departments to minimize transportation disruptions for local residents.
-These emergency funds also assure that our
counties don't face the prospect of cutting regular.
maintenance work in other areas to help pay f
emergency repairs."
A check will be issued directly to the Callowa
County Fiscal Court who will supervise
repairs. Judge Elkins said the fiscal court is dis
cussing whether it would be more economical te?;
have the county road crew purchase materials and
r
build a new bridge or bid it out to a contractor.
He expects a decision within the next month. •
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Dr. Richard Blalock
The physicians and staff of Primary Care Medical Center
are proud to announce that Dr. Richard Blalock is loining
their group beginning March 1, 2007. Dr. Blalock has
practiced Internal Medicine for over 25 years in Murray,
and he has developed an excellent reputation for
both patient care and as a quality individual.
Dr. Blalock is the team physician for the
Murray Independent School system and
Murray State University.
The physicians of Primary Care
Medical Center have traded call for
over 12 years with Dr. Blalock and
this is a natural extension of that
relationship. Dr. Blalock will
continue to see his own patients
within the primary care group
practice. This change will give his
patients access to nights and
weekend office coverage, enhanced
technology, and the convenience and
lower costs of in office diagnostic
testing. Dr. Blalock's new office is
located in Suite 480W in the west wing
of the Medical Arts Building.
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the Editor.
As an agnbusiness student
Ii Murray State UniYersity. I
have learned many things
about agriculture in general
floweyer, a soil science L lass
I am taking this semester.
my final semester as acol
lege student has really
opened my eyes to the
uttpat and importance of
soiI management
l'he first day of class it
sjs stressed that soil was
absolutely not lust -dirt In
tact. as I Fuse come to
;earn. soil has a multitude of
ptirpo•e-, it is the stuff we
plant gardens in. the filter
iiii what we spill outside.
ind the surface for which
we build the foundations tut
new houses
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As a student of agriculture. I have come to be very
well acquainted with the purposes ot sod in planting
crops and nourishing animals
Howeyer, this class has also
broadened my understanding
of the many purposes of the
-din- on my hoots.
I think that knowledge
and appreciation of sod is
something that everyone
should have Like fanning, it
is an aspect that anyone who
eats food or IR es on the
earth should care about
Think about the functions
I mentioned ahoye Where
would you he v.ithimi soil
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XD LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed Or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.
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U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
worm house govi'whitheld

Washington DC 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington DC 20510
An...by tm bunning bunning senate gov
1-202 224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARuSsell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #1

Washington DC 20510

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Hoorn 329J. Capitol Annex
()quail melvun henleylitIrc ky guy

40601
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort Ky

A different kind of March Madness
It s tone tor that annual ritual
known as March Madness. No, this
March Madness isn't about college
basketball. Its about how much
money Congress plans to attach to
appropriations hills to curry favor
hack home with their pet proiects.
This is the Democrats' first opportunity now that they're hack in the
majority to prove they meant it when
they promised to do things differently. This after 12 years of Republican
control in the Congress and its failure to do anything about the misspending it derided when Democrats
ran the place before.
My favorite Washington watchdog
group, Citizens Against Government
Waste ICAC•Wi, has just published its
annual "Pig Book.- which chronicles
some of the most outrageous and
wasteful government spending.
After seven years of record-setting
pork. the "2007 Congressional Pig
Book" reports a decline in pork
spending. thanks largely to Republican Senator. Tom Coburn of Oklahoma. Jeff Sessions of Alabama and
Jim DeMint of South Carolina. who
prey ented nine appropriations bills
from being enacted last December
'some credit also goes to two Drunk.
rats. Day id Obey of Wisconsin. who
c hairs the House Appropriations Committee. and the king of pork. Robert
Byrd of West Virginia. both of whom
imposed a moratorium on earmarks
for the remainder ()I fiscal 20117
This is a new fiscal year and pork
to a member of Congress is like a
hocolate cream pie to someone on a
diet The temptation can he too great
to resist
the biggest temptation to lard on
11101C pork
and thus an indication
of lust how serious the Democrats

are about real spending reform — will
come as soon as
Congress takes up
the president's war
supplemental appropriations bill. President Bush has proposed $99.6 billion
in supplemental
Cal's
spending for the
Thoughts global war on terror
By Cal Thomas and an additional
$3.4 billion for
Syndicated
reconstruction related
Columnist
to Hurricane Katrina.
Brian Riedl of The Heritage Foundation says among the rumored addons are between $5 billion and $7
billion in farm subsidies (even though
farm incomes are at record highs), $1
billion for the State Children's Health
Insurance Program, $1 billion for the
Low-Income Home Energy Assistance
Program II thought Joe Kennedy and
Hugo Chavez were helping with that)
and many more questionable expenditures that manage to find their way
into appropriations bills, even when
there are supposed to be spending
caps. Congress brags about its spending caps. but it knows how to get
around them. It merely declares an
"emergency". and spends the money
ori what it wants.
Last March. Congress attached $14
billion in additional unrelated spending to the president's war on terror
supplemental bill, hut after a credible
veto threat by President Bush, Congress relented and removed the pork.
CAGNV estimates Congress saved
between $12 billion and $15 billion
last year by eliminating more than
7.000 earmarks. Unfortunately., it wasn't a real sasing because members

spent the money on other programs.
Here are just two examples of the
kind of stuff taxpayers need to watch
out for from last year's budget
because they could be back this year:
$1,190,000,000 for 20 F-22A fighter
jets. Last summer, according to
CAGW, "the General Accounting
Office sent a I3-page letter to thenHouse Defense Appropriations Subcommittee Chairman C.W. (Bill)
Young, urging Congress to stop funding the jets due to their high cost
and the fact that the aircraft is out
of date." Such things never deter
Congress when it spends other people's money. There's much more
waste in the Defense Department
budget, which can be found in detail
in the "Pig Book" (cagw.org).
A personal favorite is $4.5 million
in last year's budget for Homeland
Security for the misnamed Secure
Border Coordination Office. This
would be money well spent if it
actually made the border more secure.
but no one seems to have the political will to do what is necessary to
achieve a secure southern border.
There's so much more and it's all
in the -Pig Book" and on the Heritage Web site (heritage.org). If you
care how your money is often misspent and you want to keep the
Democrats from following the Republicans, who followed the Democrats
in larding up appropriations bills, you
will inform yourself and act accordingly.

Direct all mail for Cal Thomas to
Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore Ave.. Suite 114, Buffalo, N.Y.,
14207. Readers may also e-mail him
at CalThomas@tribune.com.
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State Sen. Ken Winters (R-Murray)
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky 40601
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Wanted for St. Patrick's Day: Reagan
It was on St Patrick..
Day I988 when an unexpected visitor arWeed at Pat
Iroy's Irish pub in Alexandria. Va
President
Ronald Reagan
Tor 27 years. it's been a
tasonte watering hole for
Washington Insiders Some
,1 Reagan's advance men
had been regulars They
,c,retly arranged the president's visit
Just before noon. the pub
was halt -packed when Rea
i)iin and his entourage
an- pied As news got
iround, the pub quickly
filled to capacity While
Reagan enjoyed a pint of
Harp and some corned beef
and cabbage. Troy was so
hos), tending to patrons, he
didn't has e time to react to
his famous patron.
-He had an energy about
him that put you instantly
at ease.- Troy told me "He
made it easy to carry on as
though he was just another
patron, so that is what I
did
Troy took the stage and
led the audience in "The
Wild Rover" He directed
sections of the audience to
.ompete with each other to
.ee which could sing and
dap the loudest
"You have to clap louder. Mr. President," he said
to Reagan. prompting the
president. not used to being
given orders. to laugh

Troy
next led
the audience in
"The Unicorn Song.••
While Troy
sang the
words, the
audience
min»cked
What's So the
animals
Funny? referenced
By Tom
in the
Purcell
song:
Syndicated
"There
Columnist
were green
alligators
and long-necked geese,
some humpty backed
camels and some chimpanzees. Some cats and rats
and elephants, but sure as
you're born, the loveliest
of all was the unicorn."
Reagan turned Co watch
a group of young women
act out the song. His face
showed curiosity and
delight - he'd never seen
this song performed before.
But that was how he
was: At the same time he
was the world's most powerful man, the man who
felled communism and
restored American optimism,
he was a man of youthful
innocence who found
immense pleasure in the
simplest things.
When Troy finished, he
handed the president the
microphone. The normally

raucous crowd became
extraordinarily quiet.
Reagan spoke off the top
of his head. He graciously
thanked Troy for having
him for lunch. He said it
was a great surprise. He
talked about his father, an
Irishman.
"When I was a little
boy, my father proudly told
me that the Irish built the
jails in this country." he
said, pausing expertly.
"Then they proceeded to
fill them."
The crowd laughed
heartily.
"You have to understand
that for a man in my position, I'm a little leery
about ethnic jokes," he
said. The crowd roared.
"The only ones I can tell
are Irish."
He talked about a recent
trip to Ireland. He visited
Castle Rock, the place
where St. Patrick erected
the first cross in Ireland.
"A young Irish guide
took me to the cemetery
and showed me an ancient
tombstone there,- he said.
"The inscription read:
'Remember me as you pass
by. for as are you so once
was I, and as I am you
too will be, so be content
to follow me."
As Reagan paused. the
crowd eagerly awaited his
follow up.
"Then 1 looked below

the inscription, where someone scratched in these
words: *To follow you I am
content, I wish I knew
which way you went.The crowd roared loud
and long, causing the president to deadpan to his
advance men: "Why didn't I
find this place seven years
agor
The pub visit was videotaped by Reagan staffers and
released to Troy 10 years
after Reagan left office. I
watched that video and got
to see a snapshot of pure,
unscnpted Ronald Reagan.
It ;bows how powerfully
and eloquently the man was
able to engage any audience,
large or small, just by being
his genuine self. As we
begin the process of selecting our next president, we
sure could use another fellow
like him,
I'll be sure to offer up a
toast to the Great Communicator as I celebrate St.
Patrick's Day this year:
-To follow you we were
content, and grateful for the
way we went."

Tom Purcell is a humor
columnist nationally syndicated exclusively by Cagle
Cartoons. For comments to
Tom, e-mail him at Purcellecaglecartoons.corn.
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OBITUARY / NATIONAL
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FBI underreported use of Patriot
Act to gain information on citizens

Obituary
Ricky lames Murray

Ricky James Murray, 60, Graves County, died Wednesday,
March 7, 2007, at 8:30 a.m. at his home.
t: Born Nov. 22, 1946, he was of Baptist faith.
He was preceded in death by one stepson, Donovan J. Green. •
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Julie Murray; two sons, Zach FBI underreported its use of the
' Murray, Hemmet, Calif., and James Murray and wife, Tina, USA Patriot Act to force busiStarkville, Miss.; two daughters, Angel Zettel, Paris, Calif., and Jo nesses to turn over customer
Ann Murray, Mayfield; two stepdaughters, Melissa Newman, information in suspected terrorMayfield, and Stanna Fred and husband, Gerald, New Concord; his ism cases, according to a Justice
father, James Harold Murray, Murray; his mother, Yvonne Brankie Department audit.
Bruce, Carson City, Nev.; one sister, Vicky Lyman and husband,
One government official
Walt, Nevada; two brothers, Larry Murray, Murray, and Frartkie familiar with the report said
Murray and wife, Betty, Kiitsey; 13 grandchildren.
and
bookkeeping
shoddy
No services are scheduled. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in records management led to the
charge of arrangements.
problems. The FBI agents
appeared to be overwhelmed by
the volume of demands for
information over a two-year
period, the official said.
"They lost track," said the
official who like others interviewed late Thursday spoke on
condition of anonymity because
the report was not being released
until Friday.
The FBI in 2005 reported to
Congress that its agents had
delivered a total of 9,254 national security letters seeking e•
1.4.
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AP
Gary Merritt, 41, stands on the edge of a 20-foot-deep ditch
Monday in Americus, Ga., pointing to show how high his
house was lifted by a tornado last week. The winds picked up
the house with him inside and dumped them into the ditch.
Bleeding and muddy, he struggled out of the ditch and headed for a hospital.

Georgia officials fail
to activate warning
siren before tornado
AMERICUS, Ga. (AP) City emergency officials decided not to activate a warning
siren minutes before a powerful
tornado plowed through the
town last week, killing two people, crippling the town's hospital
and causing widespread property damage.
Officials said a firefighter
was dispatched to sound the
town's single storm warning
siren, mounted atop the
Americus Municipal Building,
but supervisors ordered the firefighter to abort the mission,
fearing it was already too late to
sound the alarm.
Even if the antique alarm had
been sounded, it was only loud
enough to be heard in the down-

Friday, March 9, Mr • 5A

town area and most likely would
not have been heard over the
roar of the tornado, said City
Administrator Charlotte Cotton.
Storm trackers estimate the
March 1 tornado cut a destructive 38-mile-long trail through
southwestern Georgia before
striking Americus, Cotton said.
"It's hard to go back and see
what might have happened if we
had more warning," she said.
"But a countywide warning system is a project worth looking
at."
If local officials could find a
way to pay for an improved system. perhaps with the help of
state or federal disaster agencies, "I think it may be a good
idea," she said.

mail, telephone or financial
information on 3,501 U.S. citizens and legal residents over the
previous two years.
Justice Department4n.spector
General Glenn A. Fine'S report
says that number was underreported by 20 percent, according
to the officials.
Fine conducted the audit as
required by Congress and over
the objections of the Bush
administration.
It was unclear late Thursday
whether the omissions could be
considered a criminal offense.
One government official who
read the report said it concluded
the problems appeared to be
unintentional and that FBI
agents would probably face
administrative sanctions instead
of criminal charges.
The FBI has taken steps to
correct some of the problems,
the official said.

The Justice Department,
already facing congressional
criticism over its firing of eight
U.S. attorneys, began notifying
lawmakers of the audit's damning contents late Thursday.
Spokesmen at the Justice
Department and FBI declined to
comment on the findings.
Sen. Charles Schumer, a
member of the Senate Judiciary
Committee that oversees the
FBI, called the reported findings
"a profoundly disturbing breach
of public trust."
"Somebody has a lot of
explaining to do," said Schumer,
D-N.Y.
Fine's audit also says the FBI
failed to send follow-up subpoenas to telecommunications companies that were told to expect
them, the officials said.
Those cases involved socalled exigent letters to alert the
companies that subpoenas

would be issued shortly to gather more information, the officials said. But in many examples, the subpoenas were never
sent, the officials said.
The FBI has since caught up
with those omissions, either
with national security letters or
subpoenas, one official said.
National security letters have
been the subject of legal battles
in two federal courts because
recipients were barred from
telling anyone about them.
The American Civil Liberties
Union sued the Bush administration over what the ACLU
described as the seentiiiiattr's
gag on free speech.
A federal appeals judge in
New York warned in May that
government's ability to force
companies to turn over information about its customers and
keep quiet about it was probably
unconstitutional..

Bush creeps up from all-time low mark in poll
WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush. in a bitter showdown with Congress over Iraq.
has crept up a speck from an alltime low in his job approval rating. But his standing is the
weakest of any second-term
president at this point in 56
years.
The numbers in the latest APIpsos poll gave the White House
little reason for cheer as Bush
opened a weeklong visit to Latin
America to bolster U.S. influence in the face of rising antiAmerican sentiment.
Weighed down by the unpopular war in Iraq, which is about
to begin its fifth year, and opposition to his decision to send
more troops into combat. Bush
had an approval rating of 35 percent in early March. Still, that
was up from 32 percent in
February when his rating was
tied for an all time low in APIpsos polling.
It now stands where it was in
mid-January and in a range of
where it was for most of 2006.
Seizing on voters' frustration
with the war. House Democrats
challenged Bush with legislation
Thursday requiring the withdrawal of U.S. combat troops
from Iraq by October of next
year. It would mark the first time
the new Democratic-controlled
Congress has established a date

certain for the end of U.S. combat.
The White House was quick
to say Bush would veto the
measure. "It would unnecessarily handcuff our generals on the
ground, and it's safe to say it's a
non-starter for the president,"
presidential counselor Dan
Bartlett said.
While he has clout over congressional decisions with his
veto pen, Bush has not been able
to pack much punch with the
public.
His approval rating has not
gotten above the 50 percent
mark in AP-Ipsos polling since
December of 2004. Gallup has
been tracking a similar job
- approval measure for presidents
since the 1930s.
By Gallup's measure, Bush's
numbers are the lowest for any
president in the third March of
his second term since Harry
Truman in March, 1951, when
his approval rating was 28 percent.
The comparable numbers for
other second-term presidents at
this point were: Clinton 65 percent in March 1999, Reagan 45
percent in March 1987, Johnson
46 percent in March 1967 and
Eisenhower 50 percent in March
1959.
Across the board, Bush's
approval rating on a range of

issues remained essentially climbed 10 points to 33 percent
changed from last month. compared with last month, and
Handling the economy was 41 investors with family incomes
percent, handling domestic between $25,000 to $50,000,
issues was 37 percent, handling whose approval rating climbed
foreign policy issues and the war 11 points to 29 percent.
Bush also gained support
on terror was 38 percent and
handing the situation in Iraq. 32 among people living around the
Great Lakes, where the approval
percent.
The only groups that notice- rating jumped 12 points to 40
ably increased their approval of percent, and in Great Plains and
Bush were women over 45 years Mountain States, where it was
of age, whose approval rating up 10 points to 36 percent.
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Murray Sewing Center
1
Sewing 8 Quilting Classes 1

••

Offering A Variety Of Sewing Classes.
anesee our sowing sampies &sign 44p nowt

Nap

Del-Air Shopping Center • 270-759-5400
Call For More Information
11344
airdit
416.

OWI
1
111
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CALLOWAY COUNTY
PRESCHOOL/HEAD START
SPRING REGISTRATION

Friday, March 9
from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before October lst. 2007 come and
register. You will need to bring the following with you:

Kopperud Realty's
qoste oi de

V Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card

Wee4

V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2006)
V Insurance Card or Medical Card
Your child does not need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

you have any questions,
call the Preschool at 762-7410.
If
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College baseball player dies
one week after Atlanta bus
crash that killed six others

1313 Sycamore
OPEN HOUSE - SUNDAY 2 PM-4 PM

GREAT LOCATION!! Basement ranch with detached
garage. Lots of space and lots of improvements. New replacement windows and new heat & air. $97,500. MLS'66179

753-1222
711 Main St.
ATLANTA (AP) - A player is listed in stable condi
Bluffton University baseball tion.
player died this morning, a week
after he was injured in a bus
crash that killed six other people, a hospital spokeswoman
said.
Grady Memorial Hospital
spokeswoman Denise Simpson
said Zach Arend, 18. died about
6 a.m.
Arend had been in critical
condition since the accident last
Friday when a charter bus carrying the baseball team from
Bluffton University in Ohio fell
tialitv Workmanship & Competl t lVt Price
from an overpass onto Interstate
driver
bus
75. Four players. the
and his wife died in the crash.
Ann Miller, his grandmother,
previously said he suffered chest
and abdominal injuries, and had
a fractured pelvis and collapsed
221
lungs.
playArend was one of three
ers still hospitalized at Grady
Memorial Hospital. Simpson
says two other players remain in
the hospital, one in critical condition and one in fair condition.
The team's coach, James
Grandey, is listed in stable conJeff& Cindy Dame!! - Owners
dition in the intensive care unit
Atlanta.
in
at Piedmont Hospital
At Atlanta Medical Center, one

antees
morker, stone r
mausoleum call- us toilai
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amen Monuments
Fox Rd.(Off Hwy.58 FormerlY Hwy.Bo)
eld, KY 42066

STOCK MARKET REPORT
1
"
prices as of 9 a.m.

Investments Since 1854

Intel .......

Dow Jones Ind.Asg. 12312.85 + 52.15
Air Products ......................75.24 + .80
.36.65 + .14
41.75 + .18

AT&T,Inc.
BB&T
Brigxs & Stratton ......
Retool Myers Squibb

..,.._...,,.,.....19.41 4.19
25.78 + 11

Kroger

Mattel---..-.-..-.---17.66 +.16
McDonalds_-_______44.00 +36
.44.57 + 11
Merck

2734 +.I8

_.../739 + .06

Microsoft

64.68 +.3$
Chevron Texaco Corp....._68.94 + .48

J.C. Penney

Daimler Iltrysler ..._._ 6930 + .74
+ .16
Dean Foods

Pfizer, Inc....................25.44+.03

aterptilar _

Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor

72.28 + .43
8.10 + .17

General Electric
General Motors

.34.49+ .64

23.79 + .11

Sears Holding Corp -18132 + 1.57
Time Warner ___________19.84 +.04
_15.74 + .19

US Bancorp
UST

+ .35

WellPoint Inc ______-_79.11 .40

29.06 +.20
Goodyear
HopFed Bank* ---I6.03 B 16.23 A
I

+ .18

Regions Financial
Schering-Plough _____

............31.02 - .04
GlaxoSmithliline ADR -_.55.80 4.17
Goodrkb

63.10 + .05

Pepsico. Inc.

Wal-Mart -----____47.92 + .114

93.62 + .62

M

HILLIARD LYONS

270-247-8858

Financial Consultants KAI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800.444-1854

270-247-0399(home)

Ficurs: P:00 a.m.
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Easter Bunny history
is needed by March 17

American
Humanics
will host
College Day

Murray Main Street is gathering information for a story in the Murray Ledger
& runes on the history of the Easter Bunny
in Murray.
If you had your child's picture made
with the Murray Easter Bunny in 1974 or
before, parents are requested to call Martha
Ails at 753-7222 during the day and at
753-2226 nights by Saturday, March 17.
Pictures could have been made by GerJo's
ald Carter, Carter Studio, or other indiDatebook viduals at day cares, preschools, kinderBy Jo Burkeen gartens and locations throughout the town.
Community
Editor
Tiger Booster Club will meet
Murray Tiger Booster club will host the
annual Spring Sports Recognition on Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Murray High School cafeteria. Admission is free and light
refreshments will be served. The following groups will be recognized: Baseball, softball, boys and girls tennis, boys and
girls track, and MMS boys and girls soccer teams. All Murray tiger sports fans are invited,
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CCHS plans 'Meet the Lakers'
Photo provided

Pictured from left, front row. Shyann Royalty, Logan Smart. Mitchell Handegan, and Rachel
-I-odd back row, from left, Hannah Wilson. Katie Bierbaurn, Chelsey Church, Jordan Nagy,
Kristen Farley. Jacob Baron, Nathan Sutherland, Will Adams and Carver Lawson,

Murray Middle School Academic
Team captures second place in
Elementary District Governor's Cup

Douglas
presents
program
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Disaster services training scheduled
Special to the Ledger
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VFW Membership

otter blood pressure checks.
pulse checks and diabetes
scieenings Monday from 8:30
to 11.30 a in. 12:30 to A p.m
at Kentucky Farm Bureau. on
fuesday from 8:30 to ii :30 a.in.
and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at WalMan in Murray.

(01
4

•
Freedom isn't free, and
millions of Americans have
paid the price for the
freedom we enjoy today.

3:00 - 5:00 PM
LOVETT AUDITORIUM
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Frail*

Team

(fro. Fiat United Motilacli•t
Waintsicie Baptist Choir

Clarei)

Hofq Ground Quartot
limos Ar.. Claurase of Cis-1st/
First Baptist Chards Choir
Cistatian Comm:tett%) Cissirch Praia* It...

Call 753-0317 or 753-5171 for Info

Since 1899. the Veterans
ot Foreign Wars has served
those who served America.
From writing veterans legislation and then leading the
fight to get It through
Congress, to community
protects that benefit all
Americans the VFW is an
opportunity for veterans to
continue to serve
Contact your focal VFW
Post and ask what you can
do for your community

VFW Post #6291
P.O. Box 827
Murray, KY 42071

753-5822

Theatres

1006 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAR 15
moviesinmurray.com
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Zodiac
R - 12:35 - 340 - 6:40 - 9:35

Ghost Rider
011,- 3,20 • 7-20 9.41,
Pt
Reno 911: Miami
•- 9:00
Bridge To 'Ferabithia
PG - 12:50 - 3:10 - 6:50
300
R - 120 - 3:55 • 715 - 9.5n
Wild Hogs
PG13 - 110 -135 - 7 10 The Astronaut Fanner
PG - 3:45 - 9:10
Music & Lyrics
PG13 - 1:30 - 7:05

The Number 23
R 1 25 - 3 30 7 25 - 9 1i
P•cqfp- -,ormation Call -53-3314 ••

Calloway County High School Boys Diamond Club will
hold "Meet the Lakers" on Saturday. The annual Alumni/JV
baseball game will be at II a.m. The Intra-Squad game will
begin at 1 p.m. Everyone is welcome to attend. If you are an
alumnus interested in playing in the alumni game, contact
Coach Steven Smith or Jill Asher for more details. Entrance
is free. Concessions and Laker merchandise will be sold during the day's activities.

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Saturday
at II a.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Don Simmons of Melber will be speaker. All interested persons are invited.

Writer's Potpourri
Writer's Potpourri will meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m, at the
Calloway County Public Library.

Horses, Inc. will have dedication
Horses. Inc.. therauptic horseback riding for special needs
ot children and adults, will have a dedication ceremony on
Saturday from noon to 2 p.m. The place is located on Wadesbow Road, 1.2 miles off US 641 North at Dexter. Featured
also will be free crafts, face painting and fret picture with
horse, and tree refreshments. For more information call 4373881.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Dully at 436-5657.

House Plant Sale Saturday
Murray State University Horticulture House Plant Sale will
he Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at the Pullen Farm Greenhouse Complex. located on the corner of Locust and Hickory.
A huge variety of houseplants will be available. For more
information contact Kris-Ann Kaiser at 767-0467 or KrisAnn.Kaiser@ murraystate.edu.

Church plans blood drive
First United Methodist Church will have a blood drive on
Sunday from II a.m. to 3 p.m. in the church gym. This will
be for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank. For
more information call Melissa Easley at 753-8096.

WOW Lodge 728 will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will meet Monday at 6
p.m. at the Harmon Woodmen building on C.C. Lowry Dr.

Sigma Department will meet
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Mon
day iit 6:30 p.m. at the club house. The scheduled speaker is
Tory Daughrity. executive director of Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross. Yvonne Giese will be hostess.

Kirksey Relay For Life plans event
Kirksey United Methodist Church Relay for Life team will
have a rebate day at Captain D's on Monday from II a.m. to
closing. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there
for the team.

North Council will meet
North Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet Monday at 4 p.m. in the teachers' lounge. This is
a special called meeting due to the time change.

MHS Council will meet
Murray High School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday at 4:30 p m. in the school library.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday at 4 p.m. at the school.

Glory Bound will be tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
groups will be Brotherly Love and The Erwin's. There is no
admission charge. but items for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

'Service After Sale
'Full Parts Dept
'locally Owned &
Operated

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 1 . Main Strei
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Swain receives degree
from University of Michigan
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ANN ARBOR, Mich. —
Michael T. Swain, a 2002
graduate of Murray High
School, Murray, is a December 2006 Magna Cum Laude
graduate of the University of
Michigan.
Swain received the degree
of bachelor of music in percussion performance. He also
received teacher certification
in music education for grades
K through 12.
During his career at Michigan, Swain was a member of
the Michigan Marching Band

where he performed in the
Tournament of Roses Parade
and at the Rose Bowl football
games. He also performed in
numerous
orchestras
and
ensembles in the music department at the university.
Swain currently resides in
Ann Arbor where he teaches
percussion for the Belleville,
Ann Arbor and Farmington,
Mich. school districts.
He is the son of Tim and
Beverly Swain and the grandson of Elizabeth Swain, all of
Murray, Ky.
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tuen/a'eminders
The following is a reminder of an event
planned for the coming week that was recently published in the Murray Ledger & limes:
Tonya Dean Lee, daughter of Bobby and
Willadene Walker of Kirksey, and David Kennith York, son of the late Freelin York and
Maudie Adams of Marshall County, will be
married Saturday, March 10, 2007, at 3 p.m.
at the Murray Woman's Club house. Vine Street.

Murray. A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited.
Corrie Reinhardt, daughter of Mark and
Alice Reinhardt of Almo, and Joey Johnson,
son of Nick Johnson and Mrs. Karen Younger
of Paris, Tenn., will be married Saturday, March
10, 2007, at Eastwood Baptist Church. Invitations have been sent.

Michael T. Swain

Tried and true easy and fun recipes given
To get my Teen Agers to
cook I have to find easy
recipes for them. The other
day Molly my oldest daughter helped me make my easy
Apple Cobbler and it was so
good that there were no seconds. My
middle
daughter
Maggie
(who is
the manager for the
Calloway
Co. High
School
Tried & True Lady LakGO
Recipes ersLaker)
By Mr. Mom Mark Anderson helped me
make easy
fudge and it was gone
before you knew it. Janet
Dees at Calloway High
School heard about it and ,
asked for the recipe, and I
will give it to you today.
My son Andrew helped me
make Caramel Apple Cheese
cake that I got from Norm.
Norm gave my wife this
recipe at her work, I wish I
knew his full name it was
so easy.
Now. are you ready? I
mean are you ready, to cook
these recipes and not just
cut it out? Here we go:
Mr. Mom's Easy Apple
Cobbler
— Three Large Washington Red Apples I peeled and
into 1 inch pieces)
— 1 Can of Apple Pie
Filling
— 1 cup of brown sugar
(packed)
— 1/4 White Sugar ( or
Splenda)
— 1/4 cup All Purpose
Flour
— 1/2 Stick of butter (
softened) and five slices
— I tsp cinnamon
— I package of pre-made
pie crust
Get a 13X9 baking pan
and roll your crust out for
this size. Be sure to spray
the pan with cooking spray
or butter. Place the dough in
the pan and press into corners. Roll the other crust out

and cut so it will fit in the
inside of the pan without
touching the sides.Get a
medium bowl and mix the
brown sugar, white sugar,
flour and cut in the butter.
Peel the apples and slice/dice
the apples. I use my crank
peeler/slicer machine, I got it
from my grandmother, but
you can buy them in store
now. Place the peeled apples
into the dough, cover pan
and pour the pie filling over
the apples and place the
sugar flour mixture over the
apples . Take the top dough
and place over the
apples. On the dough top
place butter about five slices
and sprinkle with sugar and
cinnamon. Place in oven at
350 degrees for 25 minutes
or until crust browns.
Mr. Mom's Easy Fudge
— 12 large Marshmallows
— 1 cup Chocolate Chips
— 1 stick of butter
— 1/2 cup sugar
— 1/2 milk or heavy
cream
Get a medium sauce pan,
and add everything over
medium heat to .
h.
ie.,../Drig,e.
everything has Came a
low boil pour into a buttered
8X8 baking pan and let
cool.
Norm's Caramel Apple
Cheese cake
— I Premade Graham
Cracker Pie Crust
— 1 small jar of Caramel
Ice Cream Topping
— I can of Apple Pie
. Filling
— 2 8 oz. cream cheese
— 2 large eggs
— 1/2 cup sugar
— 2 tsp vanilla
Bake pie shell as per
instructions. Let cool. Soften
cream cheese and mix with
eggs (one at a time). Then
add vanilla and sugar.

Take the pie shell and
add 1/2 can of apple pie
filling to bottom of pie.
Cover the filling with the
cream cheese filling. Bake at
350 degrees for 30 minutes
and let cool for one hour.
Cover the top of the cooled
pie with the rest of apple
pie filling and drizzle with
caramel topping. We decorated the pie with pecan halves
and refrigerated for at least
two hours before serving.
I would like to thank
Norm and others for their
recipes and remind you if
you need us to try a recipe
send it to Mr. MOM at
Murray Ledger and Times, in
care of Mr. MOM
Column. Remember has my
daughter said "thats a keeper' and please try to cook
one meal with your children,
they will remember it for a
life time.

Photo proytdei

LOCAL STUDENT HONORED: Five students and a faculty member from Swarthmore
College, Swarthmore, Pa., were chosen to participate in the 2007 ASIANetwork StudentFaculty Fellows Program funded by the Freeman Foundation which supports undergraduate
research in an Asian country and these recipients will study in China. Participants are, from
left, Arthur Chyan, Karma Lama, Prof. Xiaorong Li, Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten, Christopher
Green and Fletcher Coleman. Bogal-Allbritten, a 2005 graduate of Murray High School , is a
sophomore linguistics and Chinese major at Swarthmore.

Is Your Home Fabulous
Enough For

Turn Your Tax Return Into

Thibaut Fabric?
OF RilikSE liTI4R!

Call
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
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Ida Patrick • Richard Reed
408 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7665
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MURRAY PRESCHOOL HEAP START
AND EARLY HEAP START
SPRING REGISTRATION
Friday, March 16, 2007
Time: 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
rst Floor Alexander Hall - MSU
(16th Street)
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOL HEAD START
'Age three or four by October 1, 2007
Quality for ,ncorne guidelines (four year olds must meet school
'
district s tree meal guidelines, three year olds must meet Federal
Poverty Guidelines)
• sability children will be eligible regardless of income
'Children who turn three during the 2007-2008 school year and
meet disability guidelines may enter the program on their
third birthday
'Tuition option may be available
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KENTUCKY'S BIGGEST MENS POLO SELECTION

$179
Mens Super

Chaps Polos 50% off
Reg $364.39.50

Izod Polos 40% off

100 Suits
SPITig
Colors
saie
slog
each
Ong
$296

Reg. $38-$48

Pique Polos $12.99
Reg $28

Golf Shirts $14.99
Reg $3950

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEAD START
'Pregnant Women
'infants and Toddlers Ages Birth to Three
*Must Meet federal Poverty Guidelines
Please Bring For Both Programs.
*Chid's Certified Birth Certificate
proof-of-Income- 2006 tax returns
(W2 forms) K-TAP, Chid Support.
Social Security or SSI, MSU Grant/
Scholarship information, etc...
'Social Security card of applying child
'Medical Card or Insurance Card
'Custody Documentation,if applicable
Earty Chid Care
Locations of Program: MSU Alexander i-lai,
Center, and Puby Simpson Chid Development Center

For hifortuatios Call: 1094262 or 109-5431

COUPON
FRIDAY MOONLIGHT
4 P.M. -9 P.M.
MARCH 9 FROM

10 OFF 4

Not \reed *nth any other coupon or otter Selected designers. fragrances & shoes exciuded

spend $40 and
get $10 oft
your purchase

stores for detalls Valid Fray, 39. 2007 03097
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Murr

DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
www.murrayledger.com
LONE OAR PRIBUTIVE
200 p.m.
1st Sunday
3rd Sunday
2.00 p in

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENUST
Sat 900 a rn
Worship
Sat 10 15taut
sahliatli hold

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 a.m
Morning Worship
6-00 p in
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Prayer Service
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Can You Read
The Signs?
If we knew more about nature and
the laws that govern it, we would
be better at reading its signs.
Weather forecasters are better at
predicting the weather than they
used to be because they have more
information at their disposal and
know more about how weather systems work. Likewise, if we knew
more about psychology, we would
be better at predicting people's
behavior. There is a reason for
everything that happens in the
world, but with our finite intellects,
we are often not aware of the reason. Occasionally, we will get
glimpses of the unseen interconnectedness of things. For
example, when we get the urge to call someone we have
not thought about in a long time, we may wonder why
this person all of a sudden came to mind. Sometimes it
seems like God gives us reminders or hints by putting
thoughts in our mind or by placing us in "providential"
situations. We live in a world filled with signs, both natural and spiritual. The natural signs tell us what plants,
animals and the weather will do; the spiritual signs tell
us what God wants us to do. Therefore, we should
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AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore St
10:00 a.m. & 500 p.m.
Sundays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 am.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9-30 a.m
Public Talk
10.30 a.m
Watchtower Study

You know how to interpret the appearance of the sky,
but you cannot interpret the signs of the times.

LUITIUAN

KS.V Matthew 16:3

DA:MANUEL LUTHERAN
900 a in
Bible Study
10 30 a m
Worship

CHURCH OF CHRIST
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11.41CUS1 GROVE

I4EXTER
9 30 a in
So rola t School
10.61a in & 64)4) p m
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74(4 p m
Wed riesda y
PRIEM/SHIP
10 00 a m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Morning Worship
6100 p.m.
Sunday Night
700 p.m
Wednesday Night
GREEN PLAIN
10 00 a rn
Bible Study
10 45 a 111
Morrung Servn,
6
p in
Esening Worship
74.44) p m
Wednearia) Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
TT,
Hthie Stud)
9 4141 a
9 r4 1 a in
Mining Worship
61411 p m
Evening Worship
7
p in
Mid Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CRUR('H OF CHRIST
9 00 a m
Sunday Bible )'lass
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
Oti p in
Wednesday Night
KIRKNEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
00 a in
Sunday Schoil
141 544a in
Morning Worship
7 00 p rn
Evening Woralhp
Sunda,. & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE('HURCH OF CHRIST
1000 a in
sundat, School
11424) a us
Morning Worship
64249 p in
Es.ening Worship

SECOND STREET
10.45 a.m
Morning Worship
6.00 pm
Evening Worship
GLILNDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 am.9 am & 6 p m
10.15 a m
Bible Study
7 pm
Wed Bible Study

PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 am
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship

Chet

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:30 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:46 a m
Sunday School
10:45 a.m
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
10-.00 a.m.
Preaching

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
444534 11 am
Worship
9:50 a.m
Sunday School

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9.00 a m
Morning
600 pm
Evening
7 00 p m
Wednesday

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10.00 a m
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 00 a in

CENCI Of JESUS CMS?
OF LATIII BAY SAINTS

GOSHEN METHODIST
9-00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a to
Morning Worship

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10 00 a m
Sunday Priesthood
11 10 a in
Sunda) School
Sacrament Meeting
12 10 p m

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
9:45 sin
Sunday School
1100a.m
Worship
7.05 p.m
Wednesday Worship

EPISCOPAL

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10-00 a.in
Sunday School
1100 am
Morning Worship

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
4030 a m
Wirahip
9(244 a in
Sunday School
500 pin
Sunday Worship
12 00 p m
Tuesday

KIRKSEY UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a m
Morning Worship

HIBEPCIIIIENT

MURRAY CHURCH
9-45 a no
Sunday School
10-45 a in
Morning Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worship
6-30 p in
Wednesday Worship

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. 34600 p.m
Church
7:00 p.m
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship Service
Sunday Night
5:00 p.m
Wednesday Night
7:00 p m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m. & 6:30 p.m

FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m & p m

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10.00 am
Sunday School
11 .00 am.600 pm
Worship

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
600 pm
Evening Worship

IMAMS

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun_ Night

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
S•50 a.m
Worship Service
9:50 a.rn.
Sunday School

UNIVERSITY
9:00 sat
Bible Classes
10.00 a.nt &6-00 p.m
Worship

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10.30 a m
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11 00 a m

LYNN GROVE
930 am
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Church School

FREEDOM HOUSE
10.00 a in
Sunday School
1100 am
Worship

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:00 am
Worship Service
10.30 a.m.
Sunday School

PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45 a ni
%taming Worship
44144$ pm
Eta-ring Worship

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10-00 a.m
Worship
Wednesday Home Groups. 604) pm

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a in
Morning Worship

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6:00 p.m
Worship
10:30 a.m. 346 min
MURRAY nRgr UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a.m
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 am.
Sunday School
10,50 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 sin
Sunday School
11 00-7.30 p to
Worship Service

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
930 a in.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
11100 am.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a in
Sunday School
Worship
11 00 a m
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Worship Service
11 a m & 6 p.m
UNITY CUMBERLAND
1000 a in
Sunday School
Worship
11 00 a rn & 6 30 p ni

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship
11:00 a.m
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m

COLDWATER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11-00am
Worship

UNION GROVE
10-50 a in
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship

Chi

1000 a.m
11:00 a.m

Worship
Sunday School

BETHEL UNITED
9:30 am.
Morning Worship
10:30 am.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
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Worship

METHODIST

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:10 am
Sunda) School
10 15 a.m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Wed Bible Study

MT. CARMEL
10:00 am
Worship
1100 a.m
Sunday School

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a m
- Sunday School
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTEX,,,
1100 am
10:30 am. Morning Service
Sundays
7:00 p.m.
Wednesdays
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HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I 1/2 miles west of Lynn Grove
10:00 am.
Sunday School
10:45 am.
Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training

always be receptive and attentive, especially to God's
spiritual signs.
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CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30 a_m.
Bible School
11.30 am. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
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Friday Worship
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HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
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Tuesdays Bible Study
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p in
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p.m.
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Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services tor the
coming weekend as follow sUniversity
Church
of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about 'The
Kingdom of God: A Place
Where Sinners Are Welcomed
Home" with scripture from
Luke 15 at the 10 a.m. worship service. Members of the
University Christian Student
Center will be in charge of
the 6 p.m. worship service.
Assisting Sunday morning will
be Dan Davis, Eugene Bustle
and Jeff Duiunan. Danny Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins... is youth and
family minister. Bible classes
will begin at 9 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Bro. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "The Lure of
Legalism" with scripture from
Galatians 5:1-6; 16-18 at the
11 a.m. worship service. David
Bogard is song leader with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Coldwater Church of
Christ: Richard Guill, minister, wills peak about "God's
Vengeance Upon the Disobedient" with scripture from
Hebrews 10:30-31 at the 10:15
a.m. service and "Great Lessons
from Hebrews:" with scripture
from Hebrews 10:16-29 at the
6 p.m. service. Song leaders
will be Kevin Smith and Dustin
Lax.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham,
pastor, will speak
A.
at the 10:45 a.m. worship service. Henry Nance is minister
of music with Sherry Fortner,
Oneida White and Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Gunner
Nance will sing a solo at the
morning hour. Eddie Morris will
give the children's sermon.
Brian Steward is minister of
youth. Assisting will be Charles
Long, deacon of the week, and
Walter Bell, Willie Dick, Kevin
Phillips and Eddie Morris, ushers. A special concert by The
Dills will be presented at the
6 p.m. worship service with a
love offering to be received
for the group. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. and prayer
meetings at 5:30 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
speak about "If It Should Bear
Fruit Next Year, Well and Good:
But If Not, You Can Cut It
down" with scripture from Luke
13:9 at the 10:30 a.m. Third
Sunday in Lent worship service. Sunday School and Adult
Bible Class will be at 9 a.m.
On Wednesday a soup supper
will be served at 6 p.m. followed by a worship service at
7:15 p.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Sevems, pastor, will
speak at the 830 and 10:50
a.m. and the 6 p.m. worship
service. Kevin Crawford is
acting music director today
in the absence of J.T. Lee with
Misty Williams and Kathy
Thweatt as accompanists. The
Westside Drama Team will be
acting in both morning services. Assisting will be Stan
Paschall, deacon of the week,
and Ron James, Sunday School

director. Sunday School will
be at 9:40 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Pastor W Ryker Wilson will speak
about "Walking in a Giant
World: Power To Face Your
Fears" with scripture from 1
Samuel 16 at the 11 a.m. worship service and about "How
Good Are You? A Closer Look
at the Judgments" with scripture from Romans 2 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Robert
Houston is song leader with Jennifer Wilson, pianist, and
Sharon Pierceall, organist/music
director. Special music will by
Kyle and Pam Smith. Barry
Thomas will give the children's
sermon at the morning service. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. with a new College
and Career Apologetics Class.
Wednesday events will be First
Place at 6:30 p.m. and Bible
Study/Prayer meeting at 7 p.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn Orr, pastor, will speak
about "From Believing to
Becoming: Every Christian a
Home Missionary" with scripture from Mark 5:19 at the
10:30 a.m. worship service;
and about "From Believing to
Becoming: Becoming Operation
Andrew" with scripture from
John 1:35-42 at the 6 p.m.
service. Tommy Scott is minister of music. The choir will
sing "Thou, Oh Lord" and the
men's quartet composed of John
Scott, Tommy Hoke, Danny
Richerson and JOftathan Burgess
will present special music at
the.morning hour. Sherida Gentry will present spetinl' tfltic
at the evening hour. . Assisting will be Randall Winchester and David Heathcott, ueacons of the week. Shelly Harris is minister to preschool and
children. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m.,
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about "Comfort and Warning" with scripture from Luke 13:1-9 at the
10:45 a.m. worship service
being held in Wrather Auditorium at Murray State University. Todd E Hill is choir director with Lee Kern as pianist.
Assisting will be Ralph Pittman
as liturgist, and Ron Reuter
and Bev Reuter, ushers. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., Prayer at Construction Site
at 1:30 p.m. and Mission Trip
meeting at 8:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about "My Kingdom is
Not of This World" with scripture from John 18:33-38 at the
9 a.m. worship service and
about "Sing On!" with scripture from Colossians 3:16 at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Todd
Walker, associate minister, will
lead the singing. Also assisting will be Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens, youth minister, Johnny Phillips, Kenny Hoover,
Barry Walker, Bob Hargrove,
Charles Olree, Ted Howard,
Zachary Underhill, Donnie Winchester and Darrell Hargrove.
A short worship service will
be at 5 a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
Bolen, senior minister, will
speak about "The One Thing

Jesus Will Not Let Us Get
Away With" with scripture from
Luke'73:1 -9 at the 10:15 a.m.
worship service. Mark Dycus
is minister of music with Julie
Warner, Donnie Hendrix and
Judith Hill as accompanists.
Special music will be "There's
A Wideness In God's Mercy"
with Julie Warner, Donnie Hendrix, and Handbells. Erin Murphy is children's director.
Assisting will be John Fuqua,
worship leader, Dan McKeel
and Don Miller, elders, and
Tim Allbritten,- -Jim Boone,
Krista Crass,Fran Miller, David
Riots and Rita Riola, diaconate.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Bro.
Hal Shipley,. guest, will speak
at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship services, Dee and Kathy
Lipford Will lead the worship
services with Hazel Brandon,
Dee Lipford and Carol Kelly
as accompanists.Sunday School
for all ages will be at 10 a.m.
and the movie, "Facing the
Giants" will be shown at the
6 p.m. service.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship service with Joe Lawrence as the
pastor's assistant. Nicholas
Bruno and Teela Etheridge will
serve as acolytes. Children's
church will be directed by
Carol Brunn. lima Sexton will
direct the choir with Renee
Doyle, Pat Brunn and Carla
Halkias as accompanists. Pat
and Patricia Lea will serve as
greeters. Sunday School with
Bob West as superintecifient
will be at 10:15 a.m. in the
family fellowship center. The
Sunday night Bible study and
the combined youth groups of
both Goshen and Kirksey
churches will meet at Kirksey
at 6 p.m. during the month of

March.
First Baptist: Dr. Paul
Freed, guest, will speak about
"Heaven's Home" at the 8:30
and 10:55 a.m. worship services. Dr. Wendell Ray, pastor,
will conduct the winter Bible
Study from I John 2:7-11 at
the 6 p.m. service. Mike Crook,
associate pastor of music, will
conduct the music with Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray as
accompanists, assisted by the
Praise Team. 'The men's choir
will sing "Stand Up, Stand Up
for Jesus" and Pam Barron and
Kim Clinger will sing "Wonderful Words of Life" at the
second service. Assisting will
be Boyd Smith, associate pastor of students, Lance Allison
and Jon Gustafson, deacons of
the week, and Sharon Furches and Dr. Durward Beatty.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. and a contemporary praise
and worship service for college students will be at 8 p.m.
at The NET building.
Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church: Rev. Darrell
Young, pastor, will speak at
the 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship services. During the month
of March he will be preaching a four-part series on "Matters of the Heart" with the
focus this week on "Friendships." A baptismal service and
baby dedication will be at the
11 a.m. service. Tiffany Elkins
who recently won second place
in a Pentecostal Church of God
State of Kentucky talent contest in Cynthiana, will sing
"Days of Elijah." Wesley Young
will be in charge of special
music. Sunday School for all
ages begins at 10 a.m. Sunday school directors are Billy
and Lisa Cox.

CHURCHES

Gaither Homecoming
artist
to be at event
BENTON, Ky. — Allison Durham Speer, a regular performer on the Gaither Homecoming videos, will be the special
guest for the Woman's Conference at the New Harmony Baptist Church, located on Ky. 348 about five miles west of Benton on the Symsonia highway, on Saturday, March 24, from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Speer's career as a Christian artist has taken her from her
humble beginnings in Parksville to some of this nation's largest
venues as well as Humanitarian aid trips to Russia, Bosnia, the
Philippines and South Africa.
Early registration is requested. The registration fee is $15
which includes a noon luncheon. Brochures will be available
by contacting Doris Gibson at 1-270-527-7663.

Simmons announces new
daily devotional publication
Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor of Memorial Baptist Church, from
1986 to 2005 announces the publication of his daily devotional, "This Is The Day" by XLibris books.
"This Is the Day" is an inspirational record of 20 years ot
extraordinary moves of God in the lives of ordinary people.
For more information call the church at 753-1812.

Greater Hope Missionary Church
will have revival next week
Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church, 711 River Rd.,
Murray, will have a spring revival starting Wednesday and continuing through Friday.
Rev. Norris Mills, pastor of Cedar Grove Missionary Baptist Church, Hopkinsville, will be the evangelist.
The services will start at 7 p.m. nightly. Special singing
will be at each service.
Rev. Henry Greer, interim pastor, invites the public to attend.

Gospel singing planned at
Christian Liberty Fellowship
"Sounds of Country Gospel' will be the theme of the gospel
singing to be March 17 from 6 to 8 p.m. and March 18 at
10:30 a.m.
The church is located on Ky. 1551 in Shiloh. The public is
invited to attend.

Annual Arrice Taylor Southern Gospel Singing scheduled
CADIZ, Ky. — Southern
Gospel Music Fans are invited to attend the 4th annual
Arrice Taylor Southern Gospel
Reunion Singing. This will be
Friday, March 16, and Saturday, March 17, at the Trigg
County Recreation Complex
Convention Center located on
Hwy. 139 North in Cadiz. Doors
will open at 5 p.m. and the
concert will begin at 6 p.m.
nightly.
This is a Relay for Life
event sponsored by the Ford
Family and Friends Relay Team
in conjunction with His Praise
Quartet of Hopkinsville. All proc-eeds from the event will go
to the American Cancer Society Relay for Life.
The event is named in honor
of Bro. Arrice Taylor, a Trigg
County native who was a wellknown singer and promoter of
gospel music. He emceed a

gospel radio show on WHOP,
Hopkinsville for 31 years and
organized the Jubilee Quartet
which was well known in this
area. Taylor helped to organize the first singing for the
Ford Family and Friends Relay
Team in March of2004, but
died of a fatal fall in June
2004.
A large "Gaither style" community choir will be performing each night" consisting of
area singers. and quartet members. A live band led by Clay
King and Shelia Lancaster will
provide the music.
On Friday night group performances will consist of The
Childress Family from Madisonville, His Praise Quartet
and soloist Logan Fryar from
Hopkinsville, and Calvary's
Call from Cadiz.
Saturday evening performances will feature Still Water

Which
would you
choose._
The choice is olNious:
*Emphasis on Reading, Math and
Penmanship
*Caring, Christian Teachers
•Monday-Friday,8 a.m. -12 n
*Extended Care available till 5 p.m.
*Affordable Tuition Rates

Quartet from Hopkinsville, the
Richland Family from Livermore, the RidgeRunners and
LandMait Quartet and soloist
Mallory Taylor, all from Cadiz,.
Concessions will be available with barbeque, hotdogs
and a wide variety of homemade desserts.
Admission for this event will

be $5 nightly for adults, $3
for ages 6 to 12 and children
under 6 are admitted free. Tickets will be available at the
door.
For more information call
Carolyn Bland at 270-522-8405.
Dianne Ford at 270-522-3778
or Stephen Fryar at 270-8854028.

el Sounds of Country gospel
Christian Liberty Fellowship
located on RL 1551 in Shiloh

pal March 17** 6-8pm — March 18-•10:30 am eil
zet
ei
The Pastor & Congregation invite rat to come out and worship with us as
4

61

.

we exalt our Lord & Saviour Jesus Christ.
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A Daycare or the Highest Level of
Education for your4ar 5 year oldP
Eastwood has over 25 years of experience and provides a safe, secure, and
well-disciplined environment that all
parents desire for their children.
Kindergarten classes
will fill up quickly...
Call for an appointment now!

INA

Dowd anslisliAcademy
Grace Baptist Church
617 S. 9th St. • Murray. KY

Sun.day, March 11 • 6:00 p.m.
(a low offering will be received)

School Program— April 27111qi 7 p.m.
Call Today for More Intonation

Tel: 270.753.7744

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 753-7599
P
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What would Jesus say about the battle of inheritance and greed
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
out! Be on your guard against all kinds of
greed; a man's life does not consist in the
abundance of his possessions" (Luke 12:15).
To illustrate the problem with the greed
over an inheritance. Jesus told a parable:
"The ground of a certain rich man produced
a good crop. He thought to himself, 'What
shall I do? I have no place to store my
crops.' Then he said, 'This is what I'll do.
I will tear down my barns and build bigger
ones, and there I will store all my grain and
my goods. And I'll say to myself, 'You
have plenty of good things laid up for many
years. Take life easy; eat, drink and be
merry.- But God said to him, 'You fool!
This very night your life will be demanded
from you. Then who will get what you have
prepared for yourself?* This is how it will
be with anyone who stores up things for
himself but is not rich toward God" (Luke
12:16-20).
From this parable we see that focus on
self to the neglect of others is a major
problem with greed. The fanner was not
called foolish because he was rich or

Question: V1 hat ro ould Jesus say about
the battles some people engage in over an
inheritance? How can this kind of thing
be avoided?
Answer: In our society it is not uncommon to hear of families fighting over large
or small inhentances. Arguments over
money and possessions from an inheritance
an Lauw bitterness to split siblings and create strain between a surviving parent and
other relative, tor the remainder of their
lies Jesus teaches us that the way to
soon] this kind of dispute is to deal with
the problem 4it greed.
(hie tunic a man Caine to Jesus and said,
'I eak. her. tell Illy brother to divide the inher(Luke 12..13). Jesus refused
'tan,e with
to yet 'rooked in this feud because he saw
the FIcalei prohlefil was greed between the
brothers dor Jesus the issue was not legal
the real issue was that life, not
tights
possessions. is what matters. As long as
both Mothers suffered from greed, no settlement would satisfy them let. Ecclesiastes
// i Jesus said to the brothers. "Watch

because be was planning for the future, but
he was foolish because he thought only of
himself. Eleven times he used the words
"I" and "my." Greed tends to drive people
into isolation and misery. Relationships are
too important to allow a battle over an
inheritance to drive us apart. We need one
another more than we need the inheritance.
The Bible also teaches that it is better to be
wronged and cheated than to cheat and do
wrong to another, especially a Christian
brother (I Corinthians 6:7-8). At another
time Jesus said, "It is more blessed to give
than to receive" (Acts 20:35).
Jesus also called attention to yet another
problem with obtaining wealth through greed.
God said to the rich farmer, 'This very
night your life will be demanded from you.
Then who will get what you have prepared
for yourself?" (Luke 15:20). In the Old
Testament, Solomon once explained it this
way: "I hated all the things I had toiled for
under the sun, because I must leave them to
the one who comes after me. And who
knows whether he will be a wise man or a

'Christ in the Passover' presentation at First Christian
ditional Jewish Passover items, are implied in the Seder
including representative foods (Passover feast) as observed
which are explained, but not by Orthodox Jews ever, today.
eaten. The ceremonial seder The "Christ in the Passover"
plate, the three-compartment presentation is one way Jews
pouch in which the matzo for Jesus can help churches
I unleavened bread) is kept, as appreciate the Jewish roots of
well as the traditional cup of the Christian faith.
"Though our primary minElijah are presented, and new
(d
1,11.111 Chtift.11. DIst.
insights to their christological istry is to those who do nor
ui Mardi
( 1111,1, ill !lurr,i
yet believe in Jesus," Rosen
significance are provided.
p
2.4 at
Jews for Jesus has present- said.
s isthd diTla% of
sity
Jews for Jesus is an evaned this demonstration in over
It adult it.it l',iss's el at t. outer
WWI churches. It was ong- gelistic agency best known for
-Christ in the
the
.
!tient,
Passo% Cr. presentation en hatkes malty written in 1956 by Moishe creative methods and materithe ( hri shah 's understanding Rosen. the hounder and former als. Their literature deals with
and appret lotion of the Jewish executive director of Jews for contemporary themes including
anything from current films to
hat kground tit the Christian Jesus.
Dr Rosen contends that some chemical waste.
tOniniumon "Slit. hut and mod
Jews for Jesus also comii It's', ishi,ustonis are di,- (il the most Important elements
ussed and (lc,: ribed Anal an of Christian doctrine. such as municates through original Jewti the aspect ut the Trinity. the principle oh ish gospel music and drama,
..mphasis
substitutionary atonement and which is presented by mobile
iedeuiplit,ii that Christ al(Alm
Nal% anon through a personal teams such as the Liberated
ph died at ( al% arv
relationship with the Messiah. Wailing Wall. The organization
set with the tra\ Lit+
has permanent branches in
seven North American cities
(San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Chicago. Toronto, New York
City, Washington D.C. and
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
South Flonda) as well as over
Limited Openings • Call Nowt
seventy chapters spanning some
thirty states. The group's international branches are headquartered in Johannesburg, Buenos
Aires. London, Paris, Odessa,
Moscow and Tel Aviv, and
developing work in Germany
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
and Australia.
All returns filed elecironicaly.
"Our message is not new.
but we're telling it in a new
way. For too long the Jewish
roots of Christianity have been
forgotten," Rosen said.
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris
In keeping with the Jewish
context of Chnstianity, he and
Special to the Ledger
the Jewish Passui,er
NA. fiat
and Jesus. I asl Supper base
Mucha Cohen.
o111111011'
Iii
,peaking on behalf ol Jews hr
Jesus. will answer that vines
lion in .1 presentation ...ailed
'Christ in the Passo‘er- l'Irsl

Openings For New Mints
753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:

Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check el Achust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease 8, Lube where needed

All For Only

$4995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check 8 Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts 8 Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil Grease 8 Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

his wife have co-authored a
book entitled Christ in the
Passover.
As with the presentation at
First Christian Church,this book
focuses on Passover to demonstrate the continuity of the Old
and New Testament scriptures.
Jews for Jesus has also published a colorful illustrated edition of a messianic haggadah
in both paperback and a hardbound edition. This service book
enables Christians to experience a traditional Passover celebration (complete with songs)
while also expressing their faith
in Jesus.
David Brickner, who has
served with Yews for Jesus.
since 1980,-was elected Executive Director in 1996, when
he was 37. Brickner sees Jews
for Jesus as a ministry that is
2,000 years old.
"We began in 32 A.D., give
or take a year," Brickner said.
"Jesus' first followers were Jewish men and women and since
then there have been some of
us in every generation."
Those attending the special
"Christ in the Passover" program will also have an opportunity to examine some of the
aforementioned literature and
materials. The program is open
to the general public and Micha
Cohen will be available to
answer questions those attending might have. The nursery
will be available for this event.
For more information on the
program, contact First Christian Church at 753-3824.

NEW HOPE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

PRAY THAT YOU
Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray WILL
NOT FALL INTO
AP

Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

Workers repair utility lines in Maysville, Ky.

Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears

Ga. may OK Bible classes

No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Mapper

All For Only

995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia 'Clapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

IN\Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
Change Oil 8 Filter if needed
Grease 8 Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adtust Carburetor
Check Finng

ATLANTA (API — A pair
of Bible classes are set to
appear in Georgia's public
school classrooms next year,
with supporters calling them a
chance to teach students an
important historical text and
critics fearing they could be
used as a jumping-off point
for pushing religious beliefs.
Literature and History of the
Old Testament Era and Literature and History of the New
Testament Era were on a list
of classes the Georgia Board
of Education voted to add to
the state's curriculum on Thurs-

All For Only

$10995

CAVF-Aft,RAMA,INC.

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Sales, Service,6, Rentals

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Betts 8 Pulleys
Check & Adarst Carbucetor
Chock Finng

Wildwood

481 US Hwy 68W. in Draffenyille, KY
Exit 47 off Purchase Parkway
270-527-1374 OR 888-728-9944

$314995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Monday r nda

- 5pm

5aturda9 9em - 1pm

infireasurporamic rat
OR CHECK VS OVT ON THE WEB
camparam rret

Wildwood 21FB LE

Wildwood 25BHB5

Murray Home & Auto

NEW Campers Starting At $12,000!!!!

www.murrayhomeandauto.com

Stop 69 and See Us For A Great Deal!!!

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:CV
Set. 7:30-12:00

Chestnut St.
Murray

sandPiPcr

100K5

All For Only

(Any Addllionel Pots & Labor At Additional Cods.)

753-2571

Send questions or comments to University
Church of Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY
42071 or phone 270-753-1881. This article is
reproduced on the web: www.nchristorg

HIGHER CALLING

Good thru March 15, 2007

PUSH MOWERS

fool? Yet he will have control over all the
wort into which I have poured my effort
and skill under the sun. . . For a man may
do his work with wisdom, knowledge and
skill, and then he must leave all he owns to
someone who has not worked for it. This
too is meaningless and a great misfortune"
(Ecclesiastes 2:18-2I).
We also need to be aware that those who
are greedy, along with all immoral and
impure idolaters, will have no inheritance in .
the kingdom of God. Instead, they will
become the objects of God's wrath (Ephesians 5:5; Colossians 3:5-6). On the other
hand, those who faithfully follow Jesus may
not receive many possessions in this world;
but they will receive "an inheritance that can
never perish, spoil or fade — kept in heaven for you" (I Peter 1:3-4).

Family Owned Since 1966

day.
The vote sets in motion a
30-day period, after which the board is expected to give the
classes their final approval.
Approved by the Legisla- :
ture last year, the classes will
not be required and it will be
up to the state's 180 school .
systems to decide whether to
offer them.
"The Legislation required us
to add those two classes to
the list of state-funded electives and that's what we did,"
said school board spokesman
Dana Tofig. "Now, school systems can decide whether they
want to add these classes or
not.
The Bible already is incorporated into some classes in
Georgia and other states.

LocAL
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Students pictured with Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, are, from left to nght, Apnl Cooper, Leanna
Linn, Winters, Zach Martin. Jenny Dillon and Josh Polk. Not pictured is DECA Advisor Cindy
Adams.

Technical Education Student
Leadership Day held in Frankfort
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Participating in the Sixth Annual
Student
Organization
Leadership Day in Frankfort last
month were five chapter officers
from Murray-Calloway County
Area Technology Center's
Career and Technical Education
Student Organizations.
In attendance were Leanna
Linn, Chapter President; Zach
Martin, Vice President; and
Jenny Dillon, Secretary from
DECA, and April Cooper,
Chapter President, and Josh
Polk, Vice President,from Skills
USA.
Approximately 950 students

The leaders of local, regional
and state Career and Technical
Student
Education
Organizations attended a program featuring State Rep.
Derrick Graham, State Sen.
Vernie McGaha, and Kentucky
Retail Federation President Jan
Gould, each of whom spoke to
the students about the various
roles citizens can take in the legislative process.
Prior to the program, the
Murray-Calloway County ATC
student leaders met with their
state senator, Ken Winters, at the
Capitol. Following the program, the students toured the
Capitol.

and advisors from across
Kentucky attended-The day-long
event.
Student
Organization
Leadership Day is presented by
the Kentucky Association for
Career and Technical Education
and is held during national
Career and Technical Education
Month. The 2007 theme is
"Career Tech — Today an
Education; Tomorrow a Career."
Career and Tectifical Education
Student Organizations help
members obtain leadership
skills and gain experience to
help them pursue careers, college and lifelong learning.

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times

SECURITY RECOGNIZED: Murray-Calloway County Hospital Vim President of Human
Resources Keith Travis recognized during Wednesday's board meeting the security staff for
completing a training program. Pictured from left are (front row) Charles Callahan, Beverly
Smith, Steven Sandoval, Joe Tharp and (back row) Whipple Walker.

2007 Southern States
Early Bird
Seed & Garden Sale
Early Spring Lawn Food

Late Spring Lawn Food

with Crabgrass Control

with Weed Control
$1199
5,000 sq. ft. coverage

5,500 sq. ft. coverage
SpriLlion Food
Eirt...
...

117spriiiginnet

'3299

-••

124.4

12-3-4

16,000 sq. ft. coverage

Character Counts Celebration is Saturday
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Character Counts Coalition will host its fourth annual celebration Saturday at Murray State University's Curris Center with lots of excitement, educational activities and prizes for youngsters.
The event is scheduled from 9 a.m. until
noon with the theme "Character Fusion 2007."
The theme is intended to focus on the impact
and importance that education, government, law
enforcement, churches, civic organizations and
other sectors of the community have in the,
development of personal character.
More than 40 groups from Murray and Calloway County involved in the event will sponsor games, activities4:1fieprizes for youth.
Character Counts Fusion 2007 is slated as an
event for the whole family so adults and youngsters of all ages are invited to take part.
The action will kick off at 8:55 a.m. with
a grand opening and awards ceremony at the
second-floor entrance of the Curris Center. The
first 300 children will receive a free t-shirt
and the following 300 will get Character Counts
bracelets. A drawing with a chance to win a
bicycle and helmet as well as a 32-inch flat
screen TV donated by BB&T Bank, Primary
Care Medical Center and Murray Electronics
inc., has been scheduled for noon, according
to Character Counts President Tung Dinh.
"They will give that away during the drawing, but you have4o be present to win," Dinh

Green-Gro
10-10-10
$560

$249
40 lb

Shadescape
Seed Mix
$4999
20 lb.

40 lb

4

LP Tank
Premium Turf Type

711
"Works for me!"
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First Fill FREE
with Neu, Tank

99
$49
20 lb.

Refill Old Tank
$999

• Up to 21 digital channels
of Star/ and Encore plus Starz On Demand**
• Family cable on all TVs in
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• Local sports and events
with Mechacom community
channels

All Garden Seed 200/. OFF
Seed Potatoes 8 Onion Sets

10% OFF
SOUTHERN STATES
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www.SouthernStates.com
110 East S”-asilllll••• 1..%1. • Slsorra. 11% .4207 I
.• 'sat. 7 am- 12 1)111
Ilrs: Nlirti.-Fri. 7

• Compare our low monthly
package rate to your current
phone bill

• Now featuring 10 Mobs
VIP bonus speeds
• Up to 6x faster than
1.5 Mbps DST service
• Free premium content with
ESPN, Disney and more

• Includes unlimited local and
long distance calling in the US,
Puerto Rico, US Virgin
Islands and Canada

• Includes anti-virus and
spam blotkers

• Keep your current phone
number and equipment

PHONE

VIDEO

ONLINE

with Starz On Demand

HO-Speed Internet

2995 +$
nncrs

phone

internet

$2699
20 Lb. Cylinder

said.
Dottie Kraemer. chairperson for the event,
says building strong character is the most important gift that can be given to children and
families.
"I strongly encourage everyone to attend our •
Fourth Annual Character Counts Celebration to
learn what being a person of oharacter is all
about and how we can grow kids of great
character," she said.
Catherine Lanier, secretary of the coalition,
said booths will be set up at the Curris Center that will offer youngsters and adults some
character-building activities and entertainment.
"Each of these different organizations will
have a booth area where they will hold games
and activities," Lanier said. "So the kids will
kind of wander around the Curris Center from
booth to booth."
The Murray-Calloway County Character
Counts Coalition was created to implement and
support character education. Studies have shown
that character education cuts down on misbe- •
havior and improves focus in school. The
program focuses on the development of trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, and citizenship — the "Six Pillars" of the
Character Counts effort.
For more -information about the esent or
about the Character Counts Coalition contact
Kraemer 762-7333 or by e-mail at dottie.kraemer@calloway.kyschools.us

Mediacom

video

Pelleted
Lime

a

99
9
$2
15,000 sq. ft. coverage

TOM BERRY/ Ledger & Times

Character Counts President Tung Dinh, second from right, receives a check for $1,000 from
Dr. Michael Adams of Primary Care, second from left, John Myers of Murray Electronics, far
left, and Carolyn Todd of BB&T Bank, far right, to help pay the costs of Character Counts
Fusion 2007 planned at Murray State University's Curds Center Saturday morning. The trio of
businesses also donated a 32-inch TV set that will be auctioned during the event.
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Bush's troop buildup getting bigger, costlier and may last longer
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Military Wnter
i AP)

WASHINGTON

=

s troop buildup
President Bush
'

will be

in Baghdad apparently

bigger and more costly — and
— than it

perhaps last longer

when he unveiled the

seemed

plan in January as the center-

Division at Fort Stewart, Ga.. —

piece of a new Iraq strategy.
U.S. officials

it's too

say

Still another requirement —
about 2,200 more military police
to help with an anticipated
increase in detainees and for
other duties.
Also, it was decided last
month that an additional division headquarters — 1,000 soldiers from the 3rd Infantry

should

go in

March

to

split

early to tell whether the troop

Baghdad command and control

reinforcements will succeed in

duties

with

the

1st

Cavalry

and

Division headquarters. The 3rd

_ insurgent violence, but it looks

Infantry headquarters was origi-

as

sectarian

the

containing

Pentagon

the

though

nally scheduled

to go this sum-

mer.

Stephen Hadley, the presinational security adviser,
told reporters Thursday that it
should be no surprise that the
initial estimates of bow many
troops would be required for the
Baghdad security plan would
have to be adjusted.
"As you get into the execution of the plan you learn a lot,
conditions change and you make
adjustments, and that's what
we're going to be doing,"
Hadley said.
dent
'
s

Maj. Gen. Joseph P11 Jr.,
commander of the 1st Cavalry,
said Feb. 16 he has requested
additional attack helicopters,
and Gates said Wednesday that
other unspecified requests for
extra troops were being studied
at the Pentagon.
Gordon England, the deputy
defense secretary, told Congress
this week that the total number
of support troops could
approach 7,000.

Recent troop Increase may not be enough
Gen. David Petraeus said on Thursday it was very likely" more
U.S. forces will be sent to areas outside Baghdad where militant
groups are reorganizing.
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is

preparing for an expanded commitment

that by

assuming

-

summer there are solid signs that

effort

the extra

is yielding mg-

icant results
Bush

Hie

for

called

plan

sending 21.500 extra U.S. com— mainly to

bat troops to Iraq
Baghdad

with the last of

-

brigades

hy

arriving

five

June. The

estimated price tag was $5.6 bilOfficials have refused to

lion

say exactly how long it would
but

last.
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MSU ROUNDUP

BIG EAST TOURNAMENT

finalist
for AllAmerican
honor

UofL climbs over Mountaineers

Scott

110/

SECTION B

LADY RACER ONE OF 52
FINALISTS FOR AWARD
Staff Report
Senior forward Joi Scott was listed as
one of 52 finalists for the
Kodak/Women's Basketball Coaches of
America All-American honor. No other
Lady Racer has ever earned that
achievement.
Scott was selected
by a committee of
WBCA member coaches from each of the
eight WBCA geographical regions. The list of
finalists will be pared
to just 10 members of
the All-America Team,
will
which
be
ponounced at the Cleveland Marriott
Downtown at Key Center in Cleveland,
Ohio, on Saturday, March 31, at 8:45

t

. "This is a testament to Joi Scott and
work she put in this year," said MSU
ed coach Joi Felton. "She has been
One of the most consistent players in the
tuition all year. I'm proud of her and the
Maturity she showed this season. She put
the team on her back, and deserves all of
bis attention."
.t "I am honored," Scott said. "It feels
good to be included among such a talented group of players."

t

CARDINALS TAKE
WEST VIRGINIA
INTO 2 OTs BEFORE
FINALLY WINNING
NEW YORK (Al') — Having won
several close road games down the
stretch, Louisville didn't panic after
squandering a 17-point lead in the second half. The 12th-ranked Cardinals
kept their composure and outlasted
upset-minded West Virginia.
Terrence Williams scored 21 points
and Earl Clark added 17 as the
Cardinals beat the Mountaineers 8271 Thursday night in double overtime
in the quarterfinals of the Big East
conference tournament.
"We've been in this situation
before, going on the road to Marquette

and UConn," Williams said. "Every
situation you face, you're going to be
in that situation already."
Louisville (23-8) won its seasonhigh seventh straight and Ilth in the
last 13 games. The Cardinals, who
were 6-2 on the road in conference
play, advanced to a semifmal matchup
against the winner of MarquettePittsburgh in the late game.
During the winning streak, the
Cardinals also won by 13 at
Pittsburgh, by two at Marquette and
seven at Connecticut.
"Playing those six games that we
won on the road helped us tonight
because it got to the time where you
can't be nervous out there," Williams
said. "You have to play basketball."
Edgar Sosa drove the length of the
court through most of the West
Virginia team and made a left-handed
layup at the buzzer to force overtime

Today
Ileashille vs. Pltbitorg
Wham Madison Square Garden When: 8
p.m.
liacorda: Louisville (23-8). Pittsburg 126-6)
TV: ESPN

for the Cardinals.
"Normally, we want to make one
pass, but there wasn't enough time,"
Louisville coach Rick Pitino said.
"Everybody's afraid to foul, and Sosa
did a great job of getting to the rim.
He's a very confident young man and
made a great play, just a fabulous
play."
Frank Young had 19 points and
Da'Sean Butler added 17 for the
Mountaineers (22-9), who used an 180 run in the second half to take their
first lead of the game.
Louisville had lost nine straight at
Madison Square Garden since beating
Iona on Jan. 5, 1984.

AP
UofL's Edgar Sosa celebrates after
tying the game in the last seconds of
the second half against West
Virginia, sending the game into overtime during the Big East tournament
Thursday at Madison Square
Garden in New York.

SEC TOURNAMENT

Man In The Middle

i

•See SCOTT,2B

FIRST REGION
TOURNAMENT

AP

LSU's Glen Davis, top right,
blocks
the
shot
of
Tennessee's Ramar Smith,
left, in the second hall of a
76-67
win
over
the
Volunteers Thursday at the
Georgia Dome.

St. Mary,
Marshall Co. to
meet in
Monday's semis

Big Baby
turns into big
beast at SEC
tournament

PERREWE LEADS
.VIKINGS; BOHANNON
PACES MARSHALS
Staff Report
Reserve guard Chad Perrewe scored a
itme-high 19 points to help lift St. Mary
past Fulton County during Thursday
night's quarterfinal action of the First
Region Tournament at the Regional
Special Events Center.
• The 6-foot-1 junior nailed 5-of-8
attempts from 3-point range to account
Ior most of his points as the Vikings
Overcame a first-quarter deficit to defeat
the Pilots 66-57.
With the victory, St. Mary (15-13)
advances to Monday's semifinal play
against Marshall County (21-7), a 56-51
Winner over Heath during last night's
other quarterfinal-round matchup.
The Vikings and Marshals are scheduled to meet
in Monday's
second semifinal contest
at approxiBOYS
mately 7:45
Wednesday
Galloway Co 51 Mayttied 46 p
. m .
Pad Tilghman 82 Fulton City Calloway
49
County and
Today
Marshall Co 56 Heath 51
Paducah
St Mary 66 Fulton Co 57
Tilghman will
Monday
begin
the
Calloway Co vs Pad
Tighman 6 p m
night at 6.
Marshall Co vs St Mary
The tourna7 45 p or
ment's chamheadily
Championship game. 7 p.m.
pionship
is
game
scheduled for Tuesday at 7 p.m.
On Thursday, St. Mary shook off a
cold start to open a 24-21 lead by the
halftime break. The Vikings extended
that margin to 10 (43-33) by the end of
the third period before closing out the
nine-point victory.
Fulton County forward Jeffrey
McClain tied Perrewe top scoring honors with 19 points. The Pilots, who also
got 17 points from senior guard Tani
Bishop, managed to knock down 23-of59 shots from the floor, but were just 2of-11 from 3-point range. FCHS was 9of-16 from the free throw line and outrebounded St. Mary 36-29.
Senior forward Jonathan Roof followed Perrewe with 15 points, while
senior guard Jonathan Byrd tossed in 14.
The Vikings hit 24-of-40 shot attempts,
including 5-of-14 from beyond the arc.
Si Mary was l3-of-19 from the foul
bine.

1st Region
Tournament

See REGION,28

AP

Alabama's Demetrius Jemison, left, battles UK's Bobby Perry, right, in the first half of the SEC tournament at the
Georgia Dome in Atlanta Thursday.

UK CENTER MORRIS LEADS 'CATS WITH 17 POINTS
ATLANTA (AP) — so far. They finished fourth in
Kentucky started out a bit the SEC East, forcing them to
sluggish, looking very much play on opening day of the
like a team that didn't want to tournament for the second
be playing the first game of year in a row.
the Southeastern Conference
"You could tell there was a
tournament.
lot at stake," said coach
The Wildcats woke up in Tubby Smith, who certainly
plenty of time. however.
would have preferred one of
Ramel
Bradley
and the four first-round byes."We
Randolph Morris scored 17 were able to share the ball and
points apiece to lead five get people open.players in double figures and
Kentucky always seems to
Kentucky romped to another do well at the Georgia Dome,
victory in "Cat-lanta," over- winning for the 19th time in
coming a slow start to beat 23 appearances at the football
Alabama 79-67 in the opening stadium-turned-basketball
round of the SEC tournament. arena that is a frequent host of
The Wildcats (21-10) the SEC tournament.
solidified their expected
After Alabama (20-1 I)
NCAA berth in a season that raced to a 21-11 lead just past
hasn't lived up to expectations the midway point of the first

half, the Wildcats put in a Wildcats up 61-47. Alabama
smaller, quicker lineup that never got closer than 10 the
took command with a 13-0 rest of the way.
nm, capped off by Morris'
Joe Crawford added 16
dunk. Bouncing back from a points for Kentucky, while
3-of-15
shooting
start, Meeks had 12 and Bobby
Kentucky made 11 of its last Perry 10.
15 attempts in the first half.
"We're a much more danThe Crimson Tide claimed gerous team when everyits last lead at 27-24, but body's scoring," Bradley said.
Kentucky responded with
The Wildcats are always
three straight 3-pointers — dangerous in the SEC tournatwo by Bradley, another by ment — no matter their seedJodie Meeks. The Wildcats ing. They have won 25 tourclosed the half with an 11-0 nament titles, more than the
spurt for a 35-27 lead at the combined total of every other
break.
school.
Kentucky pulled away
Meeks, a freshman guard
with yet another run in the from the Atlanta suburb of
second half. Bradley hit a Norcross, energized the
jumper, then another 3 to Wildcats during his 24 minspark a 9-0 run that put the utes on the court.

ACC TOURNAMENT

ATLANTA (AP) — Big
Baby was a mess — blood dripping from his nose, a stray piece
of tape dangling from his wrist.
Battered, to be sure.
But broken? No way.
With another vintage performance at the site of his greatest triumph, LSU's Glen "Big
Baby- Davis delivered a knockout punch to No. 22 Tennessee
in the opening round of the
Southeastern Conference tournament Thursday night.
Davis scored 25 points and
grabbed 15 rebounds as the
Tigers extended their disappointing season, upsetting the
Vols 76-67 in overtime.
"You've got to turn into a
beast, and that's what I did,"
•See SEC,28
AP

Upsets Galore
BRUINS, BLUE DEVILS GO DOWN
IN CONFERENCE TOURNAMENTS
By The Associated Press
From one coiist to the other, it was a bad
day for favorites in conference tournaments.
In Los Angeles. fourth-ranked UCLA was
knocked out in the quarterfinals of the Pac-10
tournament by California. Ayinde Ubaka
scored eight of his career-high 29 points in
overtime for the Golden Bears, who are a
mere 16-16 after springing the surprise.
Across the country in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
all four of the higher seeds fell in the opening
round of the Atlantic Coast Conference event.
Most notable was No. 21 Duke, which rarely
even plays on the first day of the ACC tourney. losing to North Carolina State 85-80 in

DAVIS LEAD'S
TIGERS IN OT
WIN OVER VOLS

overtime.
Othet first-round losers in the ACC were
No. 17 Maryland,67-62 to Miami; Clemson,
67-66 to Florida State; and Georgia Tech,
114-112 to Wake Forest in double 01'.
Another of the elite that couldn't escape an
upset was Tennessee. The Volunteers were
beaten by LSU 76-67 in overtime in the
Southeastern Conference. The Tigers, who
made the Final Four last year but need to win
the SEC to make the tourney this season,
were joined in the quarterfinals by Kentucky,
Arkansas and Georgia.
Some ranked teams had more success,
although several were pushed to the limit.

North Carolina
State's
Ben
McCauley (34)
reacts after his
team defeated
Duke, 85-80 in
overtime, in the
ACC basketball
tournament
Thursday
I rt
Tampa, Fla.
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Chatman won't coach LSU in NCAAs
BAION ROUGE, La. tAP)
- LSU's acting'women's basketball coach said he was
unaware of any improper conduct that would have caused
Pokey Chatman to abruptly
resign from a program she had
°ached to 90 victories during
the past three seasons
Bob Starkey said he could
Ito! explain the timing of
hatman's decision. A day after
-tie announced she would resign
atier the NCAA tournament,
liattnati said Thursday she was
ing the team immediately.
-There's been 20 to 25 things
that are rust floating out there,
And I think she thought if she
lust stepped Wad!, troll) it she
ould eliminate that from even
multiplying.- Starkey said. "She
has her reasons, and hopefully.
-,ion she'll address that herself"
the limes-Picayune of New
nIcans reported on its Web site
Ihursday that the resignation
as prompted by the school's
Its,is Cry ti alleged inappropriate ka induct between the 17 “tai old Channan and uric or
woie players Later, FSPN com
ieporteci LSI had found out
abriiit an alleged impioper sexual
relationship
between

Chatrnan and a former player.
LSU spokesman Michael
Bonnette said athfetic director
Skip Bertrnan was not available
to comment.
The Times-Picayune, citing
university sources, offered few
details, saying it with unclear
when the alleged improper conduct took place. Bertman told
the newspaper no formal investigation had taken place but that
an informal investigation "might
have happened.”
Chatman hasn't been available to take questions since initially saying in a written statement Wednesday that she was
leaving LSU after the NCAA
tournament to pursue other
career
opportunities.
On
Thursday, she announced she
had decided to leave immediately
"My resignation
has
prompted
speculation
arid
rumors that tar exceeded my
expectations. and it is clear that
my presence would be a great
distraction during the NCAA
Tournament," Chatman said in a
stale 111(7111

Starkey said Chatinaii did
Nenture onto the 1.51.' campus
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Scott was ,tic it only SeVell
finalists it,come from schools in
football di% isions I-AA or 1 AAA, and one of only three
finalists who play basketball at a
Kentucky college or university
Scott averaged 21 7 points
and X 5 rebounds per game this
season, shooting 5K.4 percent
trom the field and 77 I percent
Iri int the Itne She as eraged I 5
blocked shots and 1 7 steals per
surliest
She was named Ohio Valley
'iinfercike Player of the Year
.ind earned
first 'Team
honors
nisi the filth Lady
Racer
last in 10 years ii
honors.

ha..ing

carried that accolade last season.
She Was named 4.1VC Player of
the Meek hien tunes this season.
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1 he Munay State rifle learn

take part in its impreyedented 27th M .A.\ Championships.
being held tu 4.1.1!4 and Saturday at
Fairbanks. Alaska
The
•hanipii insh ips are
heing hosted by the I. in\ er,11),
.Maska-Fairbanks.
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Home Insurance?
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141.8Murr,0, corn
e -moll

stuart 01(.4c:rider

52-7-1i

the

placed
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Championships on Feb 17. hut
have prepared for aompetition
against the nation's best.
"We had good practice's
before we left Murray," said
MSU coach Morgan Hicks, -and
we've had a good practice here
in Alaska. I think we're ready
for whatever this weekend
brings."
Other teams that qualified tor
the Championships are AlaskaFairbanks, Army, OVC member
Jacksonville State. Kentucky.
Navy, Nebraska and Troia.
Chnstian.
Individuals who qualif led but
who are not members ot the
qualifying teams are Jennifer
Lorenzen. Mississippi and Lee
I.emenager
and
Meghann
Morrill of Nevada in smallbore
and Keegan Singleton ot
Memphis, Shannon Wilson ot
Mississippi, Erica Burnham id
()V(' member Tennessee Tech
and Leah Wilcox of Texas-El
Paso in air rifle
Competition begins with tour
relays of smallhore competition
among the teams and nubs iduala.
Saturday's action beams with
lour relays in air rifle.
Murray State is seeking its
third NCAA title and as fourth
national collegiate title. The
Racers won the 19714 NRA collegiate title and NCIA titles in
(144 and 1 11X7

•Region
From Page 1B
11, ilitusday night's

lost
tgirth District champion
Mardian 4ritint), drained 17-ot
!S tree throw attempts in the
t. girth ,Ittarter to hold oft Heath
and ,alvance it, semifinal action
In all the Marshals knocked
laan 21 ot 24 attempts from
Ii'.haws stripe on the night
to shall opened a 19-9 lead
,tict ate quarter 01 play and
twat .1 ;it 19 ads antage at the
altennissian fie Pirates. 421ihir battled back to shave the
Mt I Is icad II, .1th it) 1.4 head.
iii'inia the !mai eight minutes
-1 phis
ttw Marshals were
to cia to the and line and
...avert it die t‘ruttli period
acinai tataard Mitt hell
ii,dianniqi pa,cil Stu shall with
points while annor guard
laws 1111.elaild tossed in 14
1 he Marshals were Ih-of-29
Hsgmg born the field. mclud-

1st Region
Tournament

ttatn,-

GIRLS
Monday
T traCin Cc 47 Mayfield
Marshal! Co 67 Lone Oak i.

Tuesday
79 mcsmar :
4(7
Calloway Co 45 Graves Co 43
Friday
Fulton Co vs Marshall 6 p rn
Paducah Tilghman vs Calloway Co
7 45 p m
Padocaln Tilghman

Saturday
Championship game 7 pm

mg 3-of-6 from behind the arc
while out-rebounding the Pirates
25-14.
Heath was led by senior
Andrew Baer. who tallied 16
points Fellow senior Max
McConnell chipped in 12 for the
Pirates, who hit just 18-4-37
shots from the floor, including a
paltry 4-of-15 from 3-point
range, while converting on just
11-of-21 free throws.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Thursday's some*
Ede: Should Mend.
By The Atietudated Press
PREP BASKETBALL
BOYS BASKETBALL
CluarlerfInals
let Region Pleyoffe
Marshall Co. 56, Heath 51

Gelatin Co. 63, Shelby Co 58
Simon Keaton 71, South ()Wham 59
9th Region Playoffs

St Mary 66, Fulton Co. 57
2nd Region Playoffs

11th Region Playoffs
Lisa Tates Creek 52, Madison Central
47
Scott Co 98, Franidort 48

Christian Co. 75, Webster Cc. 54
Madisonville-North Hopkins 70, Inge

AP
Louisiana State women's basketball assistant coach Bob
Starkey answers questions from the media during a news
conference at LSU in Baton Rouge, La., Thursday. It was
announced Thursday that Pokey Chatman will resign immediately, and Starkey will step in as head coach in the NCAA tournament.
Thursday to tell the team of her
decision
"Cenainly the kids were disappointed to get the news
Pokey recruited all of those kids
either as head yoach or as an
assistant... said Starkey, who

added
he
didn't
believe
Chatman was forced to resign.
"These are not just good basketball players, they're good kids.
and I think they're very close,
and I think that will help us to
try and move forward with it."

Co 58
3rd Region Playoffs
Apollo 51, Muhlenberg North 49

From Page 1B
Da% tN said, his state

Cos- Catholic 67, Conner 32
Highlands 43, Dixie Heights 41
lath Region Playoffs
George Rogers Clark 85. Augusta 41
Scott 66. HarnSOn Co 59

12th Region Playoffs
Boyle Co. 75, East Jessamine 62
Pulaski Southwestern 56, Somerset

4t8 Region Playoffs
Clinton Go 55, Barren Co. 42
Greenwood 50, Franktin-Simpeon 33
Sth Region Playoffs

48, OT

Adair Co 68. LaRue Co 46
Bardstown 76, North Hardin 72, OT

14th Region Playoffs
Breathitt Co. 72, Buckhorn 62
June Buchanan 67, Powell Co 55
18th Region Playoffs
Ebion Co 84, Boyd Co. 49

8th Region Pieyetts
Lou. Butler 48, Lou. Centra128
Lou Fairdale BO, Lou. Pleasure Ridge
Park 54
7th Region Playoffs
Lou Ballard 62, Lou Eastern 57
Lou Jeftersontown 50. Lou Male 35
8th Region Playoffs

19th Region Playoffs
Cumberland 52, Clay Co. 48

ft

South Laurel 78, Knox Central 54

Russell 73, Bath Co. 59

GIRLS BASKETBALL
15th Region Playoffs
Belfry 78, Magottin Co. 59
Pike Co Central 77, Shelby Valley 59

SPRING TRAINING
ROUNDUP

•SEC

•Scott
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If it's spring
training,
Hampton
must be hurt

barely

abuse a whisper
LSU's win was the only
major surprise on Day 1 of the
SEC tournament. Kentucky
overcame a sluggish start to beat
Alabama 79-67. Arkansas routed woeful South Carolina 82-52
and Georgia raaed past Auburn
8114,5
Tennessee. the only ranked
team in the ripening round, made
another early exit. The Vols
haven't been past the quarterfinals since 1991, with seven
measly wins in their 23 tournament games.
The Vols (22-10i fell to an
1,51' team that reached the Final
Four a year ago. sealing its trip
Iii Indianapolis with a regional
championship at the Georgia
Dome But the Tigers slumped
badly this wa.on. tumbling to
last in the SEC West
They returned to Atlanta with
a straightforward but imposing
mandate. win tour games in tour
days. or forget about returning
to the NCAA tournament.
One down. three to go.
The Tigers p17-14t advanced
to Enday's quarterfinal. against
Mississippi. In other games. it's
Mississippi State ss. Kentucky,
Vanderbilt ss Arkansas. and No
6 Florida
icorgia
-1 mill see the beast again.-

AP
Georgia's Billy Humphrey, center, battles Aubum's Rasheem
Barrett (21) and Quantez Robertson (23) during their
Southeastern Conference Tournament game on Thursday
night at the Georgia Dome. The Bulldogs advanced to play
No. 1 seed Florida tonight.

non. I was proud of him. This is
great for his confidence."
Tennessee's confidence is
shaken after another letdown in
the SEC tournament.
"We can't control what has
happened in the past." coach
Bruce Pearl said. "We're tired of
Dai. is +(ivied
going home. We feel just terrible
Returning trom am mairy. the about it."
junli 'r Ithnk his tiro start in
Kentucky 79, Alabama 67
three weeks and got slfongcr as
Ralliei Bradley and Randolph
1ht: Faille anti
lk
22 Morns scored 17 poinas apiece
points alter the tirst halt. includ- It' lead use players in double
ing scSett 111 oserlaine. to help figures and Kentucky romped to
the lagers tact-cattle a disputed another victors in "Cat-Lanta"
charging call in the brad minute alter a slow start.
of regulation that sent Load)
The Wildcats 121-10) solidiJohn Brady to his knees along lied their expected NCAA berth
the baseline. screaming "tit,' in a season that hasn't lived up
Noa
to expectations so far. They finssas
tonstatilly
Dasts
ished fourth in the SEC East,
swarmed by Tennessee defend
forcing them to play on the
ers and had his nose bloodied t iverting day of the tournament
while battling for a rebound But for the seaand year in a row.
he played 40 minutes and made
But Kentucky always seems
rif 17 tree throw's to lead Ow
to do well at the Georgia Dome.
'Tigers
winning for the 19th time in 23
Bug Baby consened a threetiapearanaes at the football stapoint play anti I 55 left that dium-turned-basketball arena
gas.. the lagers a 71-67 lead lk that is a frequent host of the SEC
added three- tree throws in the tournament.
final 37 seconds.
Alabama (20-1 I I raced to a
"lie wanted to do something 21-11 lead just past the midway
tonight and I think he showed point of the first half. The
people that he is an excellent Wildcats put in a smaller, quickplayer and maybe the best play- er lineup that took command
er in the league on any wen
LSIa coach John Brady
said lie wanted some redemp-

with a 13-0 run, capped off by
Moms'dunk. Spurts of 11-0 and
9-0 helped put the game away.
The loss likely cost the
Crimson Tide, which got as high
as No.4 in The Associated Press
rankings early in the season, any
hope of making the NCAA tournament.
Georgia 80, Auburn 65
Levi Stakes scored 22 points,
Takais Brown added 19 and
Georgia set up a crucial game
with Florida.
Three other players were in
double figures for the balanced
Bulldogs, who finished .500 in
conference play and are still
holding out hope of making the
NCAA tournament for the first
time since 2002.
The Bulldogs (18-12) likely
need at least one more quality
victory, but at least they have a
chance to pull it off. Florida is
the defending national champion and won the regular-season
title in a runaway.
Josh Dollard led Auburn (1715) with 13 points.
Arkansas 82, South Carolina
52
Gary Ervin and Darian
Townes each scored 16 points
for the Razorbacks, who broke it
open with a 27-9 run in the second half.

SportsBriefs

We have the mower you need at at great price!
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•The Murray Special Olympics organizabon is hoping to organize a
of athletes, coaches and volunteers who would Ike to train and
compete or the Area 1 Track & Field Competition, which will be held at
Calloway County hfigh School on April 28.
Persons interested in being members Of the team should attend an
Inforrnatioral meeting on Monday, March 19 at 5:30 p.m., In the mein
meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library.
For more information. contact Laura Miller at 293-9051, Brian Collier
at 227-5225 Of Mary Dap at the special Olympics office at 1 -800-833.
group

7403

By The Associated Press
Mike Hampton is trying to
find a bright side to his latest
injury.
The Atlanta Braves' left-hander hurt his left side during batting practice, and won't be ready
for the start of the regular season"I've heard anything from
four weeks to six to eight
weeks," Hampton said. "I guess
I can officially say sand has
been kicked in my face. I guess
the only silver lining is my
elbow will get a little more time
to rest."
The Braves had been counting on Hampton, starting the
seventh season of a $121 million, eight-year contract, to bolster a rotation that includes John
Smoltz, Tim Hudson and Chuck
James.
"I think I pulled it pretty
bad," Hampton said Thursday in
Kissimmee, Fla. "There's nothing you can do about it now
except try to get it healed up and
get it better."
Hampton was taking batting
practice Wednesday at the
Braves' complex while the team
was playing the Detroit Tigers in
nearby Lakeland. He fell to the
ground in pain after a swing,
prompting fears that he broke a
rib.
X-rays were negative and
team doctors determined that he
strained his left oblique, still a
serious injury for a pitcher.
Hampton, who missed all of
last season after elbow surgery,
already was coming along slower than expected. Now, he isn't
likely to return to the majors
before May.
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TV, radio
Today
AUTO RACING
5 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR Nextei Cup pole
quelitying tor UAW-OeimierChrysler
400, at Las Vegas

7 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR. Busch Series,
pole qualifying for Sarn5 Town 300. at
Las

vow

GOLF
5:30 p.m.
IOC — Champions Tour Toshiba
Deem, brat round at Newport Beach,
Callf Isarne-day tape)

Nora Couloir BASKETBALL

Zero Turn Riding Mower
• ao Inca Deck

A

3:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Patriot League, championship genie. Mains and see TBA
O p.m
ESPN — Big East Conierence, semiarid. teams IBA, it New York
ESPN2 — Manic Coast Conference
querterend, teems 'IBA, at Tampa. Fla
S p.m.
ESPN — Blg Et Conterence,
nit learns IBA, at New York
ESPf42 — Alanic Coast Conference,
telortertuak teams TBA, at Tampa. FM
FSN _ Pacific-10 Confeterios, somanot leamell3A. at Los Angeles
10:30p.m.
FSPI — Pecalc-10 Conlerence, mendnal. Marna TBA. at Los Angeles
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This image provided by Warner Bros., shows actors Jake Gyllenhaal, left, and Robert Downey
Jr., as news reporters searching for a serial killer in Paramount Pictures "Zodiac.' "Zodiac" and
other recent epic-length movies reflect an age-old Hollywood balancing act between satisfying
filmmakers' artistic desires without causing audiences to squirm in their seats.
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Just how long is too
long at the movies?
Director David Fineher knows
some people may think his
serial-killer saga "Zodiac" is
too long at two hours, 40 minutes.
He's wondered the same
thing himself but decided the
film needed that much space
to tell the story he wanted.
"Zodiac" and other recent
epic-length films such as "The
Good Shepherd" reflect an ageold Hollywood balancing act:
satisfying filmmakers' artistic
desires without causing audiences to squirm in their seats.
"I would have loved the
movie to have been shorter. I
just couldn't find a way to
dramatically do that," said
Fincher, whose previous films
include "Fight Club" and
"Se7en." "Nobody wants to
wear out their welcome. but
you want the audience to have
a meaningful and varied experience.
"Sometimes, maybe filmmakers can fall in love with
the story they're telling and
maybe need to be more diligent in how they're telling it.
In our case, you're talking
about an investigation that took
35 years, and we just felt like
there was no way to actually..
do what we wanted in any less
time."
Opening Friday. the film
stars Jake Gyllenhaal, Robert
Downey Jr. and Mark Ruffalo
in the convoluted, decades-long
journey of police and newspaper men to crack the case ot
the "Zodiac Killer," who terrorized the San Francisco area
. in the 1970s with taunting letters taking credit for a string
of killings and threatening more.
Long. long movies have been
around since Hollywood moved
beyond one-reel shorts in the
early silent-film days. D.W.
Griffith's historical epics "Intolerance" and "Birth of a Nation"
ran three hours. and Cecil B.
DeMille approached that length
with his biblical pageant "King
of Kings."
Few fans would gnpe that
three-hour masterpieces such
as "The Best Years of Our
Lives," "Schindler's List" or
the first two chapters of "The
Godfather" are too long. And
cinema buffs reveled in the 1989
reconstruction of "Lawrence of
Arabia" overseen by Steven
Spielberg, which restored David
Lean's epic close to its original length of three hours, 40
minutes.
Yet plenty of critics, studio
bosses, theater owners, filmgoers and filmmakers themselves think too many movies
run too long.

"'The Godfather' merits all
that time and more," said critic Richard Roeper of the Chicago Sun-.Times and TV's "Ebert
and Roeper and the Movies."
"But 80 to 90 percent of the
films I see could benefit from
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Epic productions such as the 'The
Departed'and'The Good SI
are not unusual in Hollywood
Select movie runtimes

DISH

7$ 31 57

FUX

15

HBO2

IR

Movie: Treads to a Kix'It linter-

MAX

10 to 15 minutes in cuts."
MOVIE YEAR RUNTIME
Woody Allen's films generally come in well under two
Gone with '39 222 min.
the Wind
hours and often closer to 90
minutes. Stephen Frears simiBen-rHur '59 212
larly delivers tight films with
The Lord of the '03 201
little fat, including his rich porRings: The Return
trait of British monarch Eli,of the King
abeth II in "The Queen,- for
Schindler's List '93 195
which Helen Mirren won the
Titanic '97 194
best-actress Academy Award.
The
Good '06 167
The film clocks in at a brisk
Shepherd
103 minutes.
The Departed '06 151
"I do think that most films
SOURCE !Merrier
are too long. I've seen too
cMe Delabase Inc
r 41A4p
many long films. I've learned
to be sympathetic to the audience. If nothing else, keep it
411/
short," Frears said. "You just
STUDIO
say. 'Look, we've done this
bit' or 'They've said all this.'
Get on with it. You learn not
to draw things out. Allinroie re emilearaliseiede "Canino Royale,"
ever learning is not to be bor- "Apocalypto." "Miami Vice."
"Superman Returns.- "The Da
ing."
Some critics thought Mar- Vinci Code" and last year's
box-office king, "Pirates of the
tin Scorsese's "Gangs of New
York- or Robert De Niro's Caribbean: Dead Man's ChestGeneral Hollywood wisdom
"The Good Shepherd- — both
clocking in at about two hours, is that it's had business to let
40 minutes -- would have been a movie run on at the mouth
because it limits the number
greatly improved at closer to
ot screenings that theaters can
two hours.
lit in each day. potentially
But NA, ho's going to tell Scorse se or De Niro to chop 30 undermining a film's profits.
Peter Jackson's mammoth
minutes!
remake of "King Kong- did
Five ot the 10 best-picture
big business but nowhere near
Academy Awards nominees the
last two years have run around the totals on his "Lord of the
two and a half to three hours. Rings- movies, some critics saying audiences were disinclined
among them Scorsese's Oscar
champ "The Departed." That's to spend more than three hours
watching a giant ape.
not unusual. though. as HollyWith SI billion worldwide
wood's prestige films often tend
toward epic productions. from at the box office. "Dead Man's
Chest- clearly was not hurt by
-Gone With the Wind- and
its two-and-a-half-hour length
"Ben-Hur" to "Gandhi- and
nor was distributor Disney put
"Titanic."
Yet, epic running times have off by the running time. said
become common for block- Jerry Bruckheimer. who probusters. too, studios emboldened duces the "Pirates- movies.
"They loved the film. They
by. such successes as "The Lord
always would like things shortof the Rings- trilogy, "The
Chronicles of Namia: The Lion, er to get more screenings in
the Witch and the Wardrobe" in a day. but they also recognized we made a very effecand the "Harry Potter- films.
tive movie that held people's
Recent thrillers and action
flicks that far exceeded two interest,- Bruckheimer said.
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Articiee For Sale
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Antiques
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$825 First Day -20 words or less
Over 4) words $.541 each
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens Of Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5j.m.• Fax 753-1927
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Lege
Notice

VISA

Lead
Notice

Lapel
Notion

Legal

Notice

Pursuant to KRS 424.130, a list of delinquent property taxes for 2006 for the City
of Murray will be published in the paper on
March46, 2007. The list may be viewed at
the City Hall located at 104 North 5th
Street, Suite B, Murray, KY, and will also
he posted on the City of Murray website at
www.murrayky.gov. The offices hours for
City Hall are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
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Parntball

celebrating 30

years, Come try our
wonderful new daily
specials or

900 am
+1( j

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy 68 - 1 12 mile from

our old

tavontes Open 7 days
a week from 10 30AM
8 OOPM New men
chandise arriving daily
in the Settlement gift
stores Call 888- 7362515

tor

reservations

Retirees/Firefighters

Opening for the Season
Friday. March 9th

Beginning March 12

Hou r,7 tii;r‘

eJ•

Snn

Mon 1PM-9PM

FOUND Car key

accepted.

Kroger

Sportsman s

more

12PM -8PM

in
parking lot For

help see Kroger

Notice
THE Murray Ledger
MARK YOUR
GALLNUERSI
Mies Times considers its
l'att c iron Kettle re sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
.1,
0175 Thursday March
• r.th Country cookie Readers using this
iikP it ought to he information do so at
F !PSI, salad bar and their own risk Although
mouth
watering persons and compa desserts located in nies mentioned herein
are believed to be repdowntown
Grand
R,var,
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he Place to Start...
i‘40

We have restaurants in the following states:
Alabama. Mississippi, Tennessee. & Kentucky

6568

'entre

I

Anchor

Resod 8 Manna

needs you,
par

Become a foster

re, NA/1 C

Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check
Drug Free Work Environment

Please apply in person:
KFC
205 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Call For
Appointment 270-354-

ent

Pi,

Promotion from Within
Medical & Dental Plan
44)1K

Please

A child

I

Let us combine over 40 years of proven restaurant success with
your experience to make a new addition to our restaurant family.

Benton, KY 42025

Gre-er,tt..1 1 -it 270 748-5427

,

SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING ALL
POSITIONS.

U S Highway 68E

service desk

COnlaCt

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

"COME JOIN A WINNING TEAM"

now being

Applications

354-6521
of itiOti. rift- 7!liatIon

SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
8 MARINA
Now Hiring For The
2007 Season
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clef*.
Boat Mechanic
Repair Shop Clerk
Vanous part time
positions, great tor

Jonathan Creek Bridge
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LPN needed for med-
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040
Help Woad

Send
iRRIGATION Installer

FULL and part time
machine

operators of

commercial

mail

Openings for
shifts

available

let and
Benefits

Join

the

team of a growing company that was awarded
the

Mid-Sized

Business of the
Apply

resume with references

to PO Box 1040-E,

Transportation. refer
ences a must

Murray, KV 42071

in

Year

person

at

Automated Dorset Mail.

ity whatsoever for their

1410

activities

Murray, KY

N

12th

St.

Administrative Director
Murray,

KY

for

a startup unit in

Responsibilities include

staff

supervision, program development, quality

435-4776
improvement, strategic planning. financial

equipment

cessing

2nd

pro-

Program Director lot.Acitte
Physical Rehabilitation Unit:

management, market and

referral develop-

SERVICE TECH NEEDED

ment. physician relations, regulatory compli-

Immediate position available. Must be
EPA certified. Further training will he provided. Starting salary $11 to $15 per hour.
Twenty three year old company needs
motivated people who are career oriented,
dependable. and ready to provide quality
service. Contact 270-354-9239

have 2-5 years of supervisory experience in a

ance, survey readiness

health care sethng
preferred

Candidates must

Acute rehab expenence

Clinical background preferred

Bachelor's degree required(master's preferred)

Competitive compensation and

benefits

Submit resume to

whillOsignethealth corn Of fax to

859-201-9774. No Phone cals. EOE
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hop. For awl

West Kentucky Telephone-(Murray, Ky location)
seeks highly motivated individual as a Customer Service
Representative to sell and promote companies services to new and
existing customers. Applicant's duties also include trouble reporting
and dispatch.

;tilde)

.Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in Business or Technology or related
field preferred. High school diploma plus a minimum three year sales
or customer service experience required. Applicant should have computer skills,including Microsoft office and other business related software. Ability to organize and prioritize multiple work assignments.
Company provides great work environment with competitive salary and
excellent benefit package. The employer does not discriminate on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin, or disability.
Pre-employment physical examinations, background and reference
checks will be required.
Applications for the position are available at the Kentucky Department
for Employment Services, 319 South 7th St., Mayfield, KY and will be
accepted there until March 15, 2007. Regular office hours at
Employment Services are 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. on Monday and
Tuesday, 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday.
and 7:30-12:00 noon on Friday.

LAN ADMINISTRATOR
Administer our state of the art network
maintain a corporate network! FTL's corporate office is seeking a
person experienced in working with
Routers, Servers, and Firewalls. Cisco
background is useful. Competitive compensation and benefits package. Replies
are kept confidential. Responsible and
eager individuals seeking a career opportunity are encouraged to forward their
resume to:
servers. Build &

111Fm
r-111E-4
111-

Lecturer/Equine Center Manager,
School of Agriculture, Murray State
University. Full time, I2-month position to
begin May 2007. Qualifications: Master's
degree in Agriculture required. A minimum
of two years of horse management experience
required. Must have a valid driver's license.
Responsibilities: Teach and assist teaching
classes in equine science. Coordinate and
provide daily care of the horse herd, provide
first aid and maintain a preventative horse
health management program, maintain proper
horse herd health records. Supervise student
labor, maintain essential records and information for the students, employees and boarders,
and provide upkeep and maintenance of the
facilities. Support the riding instructors and
staff by providing sound, serviceable riding
horses; monitor and restrict their use as necessary; provide assistance in the training of
horses as requested. Oversee the daily operation to facilitate laboratories, and assist with
the teaching of classes and laboratories as
requested. Directly supervise the student
horse stall barn, properly care for and maintain the horses and manage the breeding program. Application Deadline: April 6, 2007.
To Apply: Send letter of application, resume,
transcripts and three professional letters of
recommendation to: Amy McKinney.
Administrative Secretary, School of
Agriculture, Murray State University, 103
South Oakley Applied Science. Murray, KY
42071-3345. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Murray State University
is an equal education and employment opportunity. M/F/D. AA employer.

•

Position Description: Kitchen Production
Supervisor: Department of Food Services,
Murray State University. Full-time, nontenured, 12 month position to begin May 2007.
Qualifications: An AA degree in Culinary Arts
or Hotel Restaurant Management from an
accredited college/institute is required. BA
degree is preferred. Must have four years expenence in a large volume food service facility in
a college, university, hotel or conference center.
Experience should include menu planning,
inventory control, recipe development, and
demonstrated successful supervisory experience. Must have great mentonng and coaching
skills and a desire to see others succeed. Ability
to lift up to 60 lbs. using approved lifting technique required. Responsibilities: Oversee dayto-day kitchen production and operations.
including but not limited to. tracking production costs and quantities, pre and post costing
of menus, menu production that focuses on
variety, color, regional favorites and nutrition.
Supervise a full-time staff of 15-25 and a parttime student staff of 10-25. Application deadline: Post marked by March 30. 2007. To
Apply: Send letter of application, resume and
names and contact numbers including email
addresses of three professional work references
to: Kitchen Production Supervisor Search
Chair, 101 Curris Center, Murray State
University, Murray. KY 42071. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity. M/F/D. AA Employer
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Now Taking Applications for:
Full /Part time truck drivers
with Class A CDL
Good Pay
Paid Holidays/Paid Vacation
Health Ins./Retirement Plan
Home Time
Quarterly Safety Bonus
Also needing
Owner Operators
Phone 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Computer Operator/Data Specialist for a
growing small business. Potential advancement to department supervisor. Utilize specialized software to manipulate database
files and process customer jobs. Expenence
with Databases & Spreadsheets required.
Visual Basic and/or C++ programming
experience helpful. Benefits included. Send
resume and letter of application to
Automated Direct Mail, 1410 N. 12th St.
Suite G. Murray, KY 42071.

When accessing the
''help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
- to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local rob
listings will appear on
this wehsite
However, as a national
website. nor all listings
on the ybnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.

NOW taking explicate
bons at Breaktime
Billiards, 94E, apply in
person
NURSING position
available at the Allergy
& Asthma Clinic of
West Kentucky. 33-35
hours per week.
Monday thru Thursday
Send resume to 2957
US Hwy 641 North
Murray. KY 42071 or
you may fax to
(270)759-1215. Please
include at least Iwo
references_

DINING table and
charm 753-7169 afte
6PM

RILEYS USED
FURNITURE
We pay rash

Human Resources
Paschall Thick Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

VENTURE
One and two bedroom apartments 41 allabic
All appliances furnished. Water, sewer, trash,
and cable TV included in rent. Security
deposit required. One year lease. NO PETS!

270-767-9111
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. K

42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Tao Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Aponsents For Rost

Temporary Ag/Tobacco Workers
Needed For Workman Farms
Hazel. KY 42049
i14/09/2007 - 01/07/200K
Wage minimum 01 $8.65 per hour. 7514il
hours listed on lob order a ill be guaranteed
All tools aril be provided al no cost. Free housing pros ided to those bey rrnd local recruiting
area. harisportation and subsistence paid when
50'4 ot contract is met Contact local
Department Employment Service Office.
Job K1J/0236294
060
HeK Ranted
PART-TIME director fo
16-voice adult choir.
Send resume, inquiries
to Rev.
Aaron Dowdy, 1st
UMC, Clinton, Ky.
42031, or e-mail
fumcofficedmygalaxyexpress.corn.
PT: Fri, Sat, Sun. Good
working
condition.
Mechanically inclined.
Great for retiree. Cell
227-5662
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641N.. Murray, KY
42071.
TEMPORARY receptionist needed for busy
doctor's office. Medical
office knowledge helpful. Must be high energy. extremely self confident and a great multitasker, since this position is comprised of
many lobs. Position
may or may not
become permanent.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-0, • Murray.
KY 42071

CHILDCARE in my
home. Any age, all
shifts. Walking distance to Murray State.
761-2009 978-2067
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553
I would like to clean
houses I have good
references
270-247-3535

WANTED
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

92 Cougar, V-8, tech,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires.
loaded $2,575 OBO
Washer 753-4109
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV.
Local people, cornpetitve prices. Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax. Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD. DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901

Calloway County
•ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
JET 3 Ultra power
chair. Almost new! We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
reasonable
prices.
$400
to
$2,000.
(270)753-7113

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

Buying U.S. silver
& gold coins.
All mint sets,
proof sets, and
other old coins.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
a
-00D used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633

MINOLTA DI 200 digital copier with document feeder, just over
100k copies, 3 years
old. $750.00.
753-9240
NEW double carport.
$695. Free installation.
Call 270-804-3806 for
appointment.
PIANO upright,
kimball antique,
sound board good.
$125.00 OBO.
Call 753-9210
REFRIGERATOR/ALM
OND, $125.
Gas
dryer/while,
$75.
Console TV. $75. More
information 761-2969
UNIVERSAL multi station weight system for
sale. Best otter.
753-3812 8AM-4PM

WASHER & dryer, pair
for VD&
270-705-3555

02 Kubota NIM68
68HP PTO front loader,
less than 400 hours.
John Deere 7' bush
hog, virtually new.
24' gooseneck trailer,
all metal, tandem axle.
Metal building, never
built, 40x60.
See at 2414 Coles
Campground Rd.
767-0899
CASE 1H 955 air
planter 12 row-30 inch
with row cleaners, 3 pt.
hitch, used one season since rebuilt, great
condition. 753-1005
day, 753-2616 nights.
KUBOTA tractor
M5400 54HP 2WD,
480 hours, 6' Woods
HD mower. Asking
$15,000.
270-436-2225
NEW Holland 310
square baler. $1,000
489-2923 evenings
Hawn For Sol
1995 16x80 3BR 2BA
Must
be
moved
$16,000. 753-5998
2 bedroom trailer 6.5
miles from Murray on
Hwy. 121N. Call
731-479-2689
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready. Almo area,
(1)60x28 ft. doublewide.(1) 76x16 singlewide. Call
(270) 293-5914
3BR 2 full baths,
$5,000 down. 1 acre.
Call Ruthie 753-1011
AWESOME 4BR, 2BA
Doubiewide with island
in kitchen & deluxe
appliance package!!
731-584-4926
BEAUTIFUL
3BR,
2BA with fireplace,
walnut cabinets & black
appliances!!! Call 731584-9430
for
an
appointment!
RENT or Rent to Own!
3BR, 1.5 BA. 14'x70'
$425.00/mo + deposit
All appliances included.
270-761-HOME
wwyv.creativepropertysolvers.com
WOVIII 3BR, 2BA with
huge great room &
wrap around porch!!!
Must see!!!
731-584-9109

$110 per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488
Toggle
HAVE RENTERS...
NEED HOUSES.
Call Campbell Realty
(270)759-8780
112 N. 12th Street,
Suite B.
320
ApadmorilsorlIont
1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905. 2931480
PRIME retail-commercial space in Murray.
Either 3650 or 1825
sq.ft. 270-331-8782

www.murraykyapartments.coni

An Equal Opportunity Employer

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time positions available.
APPIY at:
Martial Arts Amenca
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
MALEY Landscapes,
Inc. is accepting applications for the following
positions:
*Landscape Foreman
*Landscape Laborers
Applicants should have
pnor experience working with ornamentals
and hardscape construction. A verifiable
safe driving history Is
required. Apply in person, 512 S. 4th St. (no
phone calls please)

160
Hoar Finishing'

ZENITH 46" big screen
TV well huge custom
made oak entertainment center, $1,000
753-2753. 210-2910.
703-6120

ARE you a blue colla
worker looking for a
position that encourages growth in your
technical skills as well
as pay scale?

DISCLAIMER

(270)753-1713

for good used
furniture
753-8501

061
INK UMW

Atlas
Equipment
Seeices is looking for
candidates to fill several positions. Positions
range from entry level
laborer to skilled conveyor technician. All
candidates must be
hard working, determined, loyal, and
mechanically inclined.
Skilled conveyor technician must trouble
shoot and perform
repairs on conveyor
systems, Must be able
to identify conveyor
components, understand mechanics, read
blue prints, mig weld.
and have good verbal/written communication skills. Apply in person, M-F 8:00-4:00,
just off the Purchase
Parkway exit 25 at 554
Jimtown
Road,
Mayfield KY. Pay scale
starts at $9.00 and
adjusts for in-house
skills assessments.
Attention Installers
Commercial
Floorcovenng contractor seeking experienced Installers for
small and large scale
projects. Needs knowledge of carpet and
resilient installations.
Some travel may be
required. Must have
proof of insurance and
workers comp. Contact
Bill Wyatt at(270)6082656 or Rod Vonbusch
at (502)647-9803 OR
(502)594-6702

On the Square Murray

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES.INC.

West Kentucky Telephone is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
No phone calls please
11
CI

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

2BR apartments available. Great location 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, no pets. 7532905
2BR duplex, nice.
CM/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex 1302-A
Valleywood.
$400
month. 759-9920 or
293-1446
2BR near MSU. C/HIA,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr. 270-435-4382 or
leave message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
UNFURNISHED 1 -BR.
close to campus. ideal
for one person. no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980

TWO bedroom 1 bath.
stove & refrigerator
turnished, washer &
dryer hook up. 919 N.
16th St. $385.00. 7536855 293-0403

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

NOW OPEN:
Ito( ,( .1
11\I S I I)R
Hwy. 1215 across from
National Guard Armory

270-759-558111
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
i2701 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m.'4 p.m. M-F

Now renting
Located at 721I S. 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store ano
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

753-3853

2BR house, lease
deposit required
270-753-4109
28R lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month. 759-9046,
436-5258
3BR 113A, 1626 Miller,
all appliances/newly
remodeled, $750/mo
270-293-4602.
270-435-4602

1BR 18A 1-1/2 blocks
from MSU. $195 plus
deposit.
No
pets.
References required.
3BR 2BA, very nice,
759-0632 after 5.
available immedialety
1BR apt. for rent, par- 48 Camelot Dave No
tially furnished, partial pets $750 + deposit
utilities paid, $300 per 270-293-4602. 270month + deposit. 752- 435-4602
0456
3BR foreclosure. Buy
IBA near MSU. other
for only $19,765. For
locations available,
listings 800-560-1951
appliances. Coleman
ext. S021
RE 753-9898
38RoOnly $341 month
1BR, low utilities,
5% down, 20 years at
Reference required, no 8% APR For listings
pets. $245/mo.
800-560-1951 Ext
753-3949
S891

PUPPIES:
Yorkie,
small male,$375. ShihTzu,
male, $200:
Chihuahua, teacup,
female, $300; Cairn
Terriers, female. $175.
270-382-2831
SHIH-TZU
puppies,
AKC, first shots &
wormed.
$300-350.
270-251-0310
TRI-COLORED Jack
Russell pups, 5 weeks
old. Full blooded/No
papers. $80. 270-7520010. 270-493-6022

45 Angus. Balancer
and Gelbvieh bulls sell
ing March 20, 6:15PM
at MSU Expo Center
For info or catalogs
call 270-556-4259
TEAM covered wagon
$2,500. People hauler
$3,000. Call (270)4928575 after 6pm, ask
(or Dale
WANTED: Would like
to rent pasture for
livestock (270)2935215

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

Houses For Runt

DOG Obedience
436-2858

360
Slangs Ranh

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
SOUTHWOOD
and
Story Avenue duplexes. Call 767-9948
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. us now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.

CHOCOLATE Lab puppies. AKC, born 2/3/07.
Blocky and bow ctaws
removed.
Kellogg
bloodline.
$250.
Mayfield. KY 270-2477020

Stubblefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rd

Now Renting
5X10 & 10X10
(270)293-7116

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East. 1-1/2 miles from
downtown.
2.588
square feet. 803 acre
lot Formerly Red Oaks
Bodies to Britches Call
753-5856. cell
293-7127
COMMERCIAL hkold
ing for sale Large lot
great location High
traffic on 641 Highway
in Puryear 4.000 sq fl
divided into three sec•
lions Great area for
restaurant, retail, flea
market, office. etc.
Good rental property.
731-247-5635
MULTI

SELLVOI

PROPERTV
AT AUCTION
753-5086
(270)527-2931
400
Yard Sale

YARD/
MOVING/
GARAGE
SALE
1534 Oxford
Sat, March 10
ONLY
7:00AM - 4:00PM
Furniture, home furnishings, clothes,
bath & kitchen, outdoor, tools. misc.
YARD SALE
1667 IRVIN
COBB RD
SATURDAY
MARCH 10
7:00AM till ?
Lots of baby items,
home decor, Farm-all
tractor and equipment, tools and
much more
Rain or shine
Inside shop

YARD SALE
Father Mattingly
Hall, behind St.
Leo's Catholic
Church on the
corner of 641 &
Payne Street
Saturday,
March 10
7am-12pm
Treadmill, clothes,
shoes, wooden
desk and furniture
2-PARTY
YARD SALE
Just South of
Hazel on 641
Saturday
8:00-?
Something
for everyone'

FAMILY GARAGE SALE
INSIDE-HEATED

160 Songbird Lane
Take 641 N to Coles Campground
Rd . then 2 4 miles to Songbird, on left)
Saturday. March 10
7:00 AM
Hardware salesman samples. childrens
hooks and teaching materials. Mary
Hadley Pottery, Christmas items,
clothes, furniture, guilts, dishes
a little bit of eveything!

CLASSIFIEDS
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Location: Highway 70: Cedar Grove, TN
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Directions: From 1-40 take Exit 87 Take
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miles to Sale on Left
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RIS
Real Estate 8 Auction
2088 State Route 45 north - Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Dale Ray Horns. Broker/Auctioneer

(170) 247-3253 or 1-800-380-4318
"PEOPLE WORKING FOR PEOPLE"
460
Homes For Sale

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry
hauling clean up )unk
garages yards ect
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling. additions.
porches decks sun
rooms vinyl siding
mobile home repair
sagging floors, termite
water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or 12701753-0353

Used Trucks

IMMEDIATE
DEBT RELIEF
We will buy your
house or LAI;over
your pa ments.
Call 761-4558,
ask for Kristin. -

Asphalt Pas ing
tie:tic-Dating
Conon. & Rrs,
1.irenst(i
TRAVIS ASPHALT
270-753-2279

ASPHALT
paving
sealcoating. mainte
'lance
Mitchel
Brothers Paving 759
0501 or 753-1537
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs.
additions
itect. .
decks, floor rep.,
coverings. siding
"FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or

I

Bt MI
Su), Location.

AB) condition
Cash or Ferns+
Call 761-HONIE
(4663)

ipage
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530
Services Mew

LAWN SERVICE
Landscaping, Tree
Shrub trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
CaN 753-181$

YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill

Electric

490
Used Cars

24

HOUR SERVICE
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753-9562
2005 FORD
FREESTYlf LIMITED
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MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing
• . wood brick s
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• weekly & spoual pickups
• locally ow necVoperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
*Carpets -Upholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal •Ouick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827
t()\
I S.5\\

JOE'S JOBS
small
;cyan & aid
Seim it II lentil N.

270-436-5507

753.4344 • 22'.5644
work
YARD
Reasonable rates Call
Terry at 759-1811 or
293-1745

We Pick

lip II)

most scrap washers,
dryers, wire. scrap
metal for it
rendes courteous SerloCC.
• CALL 227 2864

Damaged Flours
braces & Floor Joists
Fiemodeirg & Plumbing
iNciter

Dowd Gaemore. Owner
wc De insurance Work
iaastarCara keep*:

731-247-5422
THE Murray Ledger A
Times considers Its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, not
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
YARD mowing starting
in the city at $15 a
yard 270-705-3555

Quality work lair prices

437-3132
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting siding roofs
decks
293-5438

Doan Electrical
Services
111.111•111.11. e dldleos,
allil Ri`atiC1111.11 %% ,i r1,
Todd Doan
7674433. 350-0954
METAL installed on
houses and barns
Contact Damn N
Drone
752-0414

by Jacqueline Bliar
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Stone
Tele Installation
Hardwood & Laminate
Flooreng Installed
Bathroom Remodeling

Ceramic and

Fur all your lawn And
lands‘ape needs

David's
Home
Improvement

T'$11)11 MCP
Brought To You By

arker For
ln-M r

1731)247-5464

icrobertsonit wk net
MOWING 8 cleaning
yards
761-4630

Horoscope
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years exp.
Sales & Installation

731-987-2847 • 1.1 #4804
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Over 40
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295-6369

GRAY'S Painting
Intenor/Extenor,
Pressure cleaning
Seniors discount,
References
(270)227-31E

MANAGEMENT

A ILIc TUC,INI

at

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, fire
wood Insured
489-2839

HALL'S WASTE
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•AUTOMATED BILIJNG
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
Si
741-3740 193-4045
COLLEGE student
looking for yards to
mow 10+ years experience. references
available Call Patnck
841-2952

Selling for Galen Clark

GOOD COINS,
ANTIQUES,
GUNS 64 KNIVES
-110- RuyERs, pRitanuit)

I 1k. 51
„i

Calloway
Trash Service

Saturday, March 10• 10AM

lilt

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
•* ** Where previously you
...e-11 have become bogged
ti..wn in the quicksand of misun:nrstanding. you turn in a new
.pction arid make better choicThough you often want to
•q- the big picture you might
..ed to he pushed by ctrcum• i• is Tonight Let your mind
,
a good movie or great
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** a Details help you focus on
what you want A misunderstanding serves in a similar manner
Scope out the complete story
and understand the demands of
someone you must answer to
Tonight Togetherness works
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
You might want to leap
over problems and look at the
possibilities You obviously might
be pushed to see the big picture
rather than get caught in the
petty and banal What annoys
you might need changing
Tonight A must show
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Investigation indicates
that others need some help
Some people might be slightly
more direct for better or for
worse Try not to have an argument Try to make a leap of faith
You have what it takes Know it
and act accordingly Tonight In
the whirlwind of life
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Let your imagination
rock and roll If you feel disconnected know that you might
need to work through some
problems or a misunderstanding
With your imagination and good
will there's nothing that can't be
resolved Tonight Ever playful
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
*a* Home and family star in
this odd but dynamic day You
cannot escape dealing with
some of the fundamental issues,
nor do you want to Consider
what might be making a difference in a key bond Tonight Say

Kg1

1.111

"yes" to living and acting
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You say what you mean
but sometimes might have an
oblique manner Work on consistency and understanding You
might need to rethink what is
important in a relationship Do
you want to fight' Tonight Out
and about with friends
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Expenses go way overboard You might need to rope in
different
expenditures
and
spending in general You might
want to look at life differently
Loosen up and relax with someone who can be a touch difficult
Tonight What might be going on
around you could be a distinct
reflection of your own behavior
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You finally gain a
sense of relief and understanding The Moon moves into your
sign, perhaps causing some
swift changes on the domestic
front, but you can handle these
issues especially now Tonight
All grins
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Know when its time to
retreat You might have tried
hard enough to convince someone in your immediate environment that you have the right
idea This person still might
swerve in a strange direction
Tonight You cannot control
everyone all of the time
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You know what you
want Clearly, you will be able to
go through whatever s necessary in order to arrive at the
needed end results You might
want to think carefully before you
say something that cannot be
taken back Tonight In the middle of the action
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might be more impulsive than you realize Know
when to back off or do something
totally different Spontaneous
action might stem from anger or
sublimated and repressed feelings Try to contact a sense of
hurt or anger before acting
Tonight A must appearance
BORN TODAY
British royalty Prince Edward
(1964) actress Sharon Stone
(1958) singer Carne Underwood
(1983)
0106c.,.S1

For BEST
RESULTS
Place your
ad with us
Call 753-1916
LE:BGER
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Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City and
Calloway County Schools have been released by Bridgei
faszenko and Pat Lane, lood ser‘ice directors respectively, for
the week of March I.2-16.
Menus. subject to occasional changes based on availabilitc ot loud, are as follow.:
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served
daily) Monday - toaster pastry: Tuesday - waffle sticks;
Wednesday - biscuit and gravy. Thursday - assorted muffins;
Friday - scrambled eggs. Lunch (fresh and canned fruits,
vegetables and milk served daily) Monday - spaghetti or/meat
balls. Texas toast, Chuckwagon on bun, Tuesday - mini corn
dogs, turkey and cheese wrap. Wednesday - chicken patty
on bun, tuna salad wcrackers. Thursday - chicken noodle
soup at/crackers, chili crispito, Friday - cheese pizza, fish
sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (toast. cereal juice and milk served'
daily) Monday - biscuit and sausage. Tuesday - assorted
Danish. Wednesday - scrambled eggs, Thursday - assorted
muffins, Friday - breakfast pizza Lunch (fresh and canned
fruits and vegetables and milk served daily) Monday - beef
steak fingers. ham and cheese sub sandwich, chef salad
wcrackers and dressing, Tuesday - chicken tetranzini, Chuckwagon on bun, tuna salad plate, Wednesday - French bread
pizza, chicken quesdilla. chef salad w/crackers and dressing,
Thursday - cheeseburger on bun, chicken noodle soup, crispto, Friday - foot long hot dog, BBQ nbette on bun, fish sticks.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal. Juice and milk served daily)
Monday - waffle sticks. Tuesday - biscuit and gravy; Wednesday - assorted muffins Thursday - sausage and biscuit, Friday - honey bun. Lunch (pizza, cheeseburgers, hamburgers,
fresh and canned fruits and vegetables, and milk served daily):
Monday - submarine sandwich, Mini corn dog, Tuesday
meat balls w+gravy and noodles, chicken salad plate , Wednesday - cnspito w/cheese sauce, chef salad with crackers and
dressing. Thursday - chicken tetranzini, gnlled chicken sandwich, Friday - oven fried chicken, tuna salad plate
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday - anim
al crackers, milk. Tuesday - Teddy Grahams, milk; Wednesday - peanut butter, graham crackers, Thursday - soft pretzel, apple juice. Friday - carrots wdip, milk
Preschool and Harbour - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal
and juice available daily) Monday - breakfast pizza, apple
sauce, Tuesday - ham and cheese biscuit: Wednesday French toast stix Wsyrup. baked apples; Thursday - biscuit
w sausage gravy. Friday - peanut butter, graham crackers:
Lunch (milk served daily) - Monday - manager's choice: Tuesday - taco salad Wcheese whole kernel corn. lettuce. tomato, wheat bread: Wednesday - turkey roast, sweet potatoes.
green peas. roll. Thursday - grilled cheese sandwich, baked
beans, apple sauce. Friday - pepperoni pizza, whole kernel
corn, mixed fruit
Elementaries - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast. cereal
and milk served daily) Monday
sausage biscuit, Tuesday biscuit Wsausage gravy. Wednesday - French toast sticks
wsyrup. Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit, Friday - oatmeal, toast Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad. fruits
and milk served daily) Monday - chicken noodle soup. roll,
hamburger, yogurt. granola and animal crackers, Tuesday chicken nuggets. roll, Sloppy Joe sandwich peanut butter and
lefty sandwich. Wednesday - pizza. Chuckwagon sandwich,
grilled cheese sandwich, Thursday - oven fried chicken. roll,
hot ham and cheese sandwich, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich: Friday - sliced turkey. roll, corn dog. grilled cheese
sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast. yogurt, fruit
juice. fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - biscuit and
steak, Tuesday - breakfast burrito. Wednesday - pancakes
w'syrup. Thursday - oatmeal. Poptart. Friday - biscuit wIsausage
gravy Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk
served daily) Monday - soft chicken taco, hot ham and Swiss
sandwich. turkey and cheese sandwich. pizza, Tuesday spaghetti w/meat sauce, bar-b-q nbette sandwich, ham and cheese
sandwich. pizza. Wednesday - chicken patty w/gravy, roll, corn
dog. submanne sandwich. Domino's pizza, Thursday - fish
nuggets. hush puppies, grilled chicken sandwich, turkey and
cheese sandwich: Friday - shred turkey wigravy, hamburger,
ham and cheese sandwich, pizza
•
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. Pop tartS;
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - ham biscuit,
Tuesday - chicken biscuit. Wednesday - pancake and sausage on
a stick wsyrup, Thursday - biscuit Wsausage gravy; Friday
oatmeal, Pop tart Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits.
vegetables, deli sandwiches. hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday - potato soup, cheese sticks corn dog. Tuesday thicken nuggets. roll. cheeseburger, Wednesday - chili cheese,
baked potato, bread sticks, submarine sandwich. Thursday
Mexican bean roll, chicken patty sandwich, Friday
lasagna.
Texas toast, hot ham and cheese sandwich
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LookhigBack
10 years ago
The United Way of Murray and
Calloway County has collected
approximately $243,000 in the 1996
fund-raising campaign, according
to Susan White, executive director.
Flooding on the Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes is affecting the
resorts in the area, according to
)erry Maupin, outdoor columnist
for the Murray Ledger dt Times.
Births reported include a girl
to Susan and Timothy Ross, March
4; a boy to Melanie and Christopher Green, a boy to Gay and
Teddy Gore and a girl to Edie
and Thomas Kelso, March 5; a
boy to Michelle and Bjarne Hansen,
March 6.

20 years ago
Max Parker has been appointed by Gov. Martha Layne Collins
to fill the position of Calloway
County District Judge to replace
Judge David Buckingham who
vacated the position in November
to serve as circuit judge.
in the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament, Calloway County Lakers won 47-45
over Mayfield Cardinals with Scott
Nix and Corey Wells as high scorers for Calloway; Calloway Lady
Lakers lost 68-63 Mayfield Lady
Cardinals with Enca Muskgrove
high scorer for the Lakers.
Births reported include a boy
to Rhonda and Randy Whitehead,
March 4; a boy to Sylvia and
James Kennedy, a girl to Lon and
James Oakley, a boy to Pattie and
James Cook and a girl to Shawn
and James Myatt, March 5.

30 years ago
Published is a picture of student members of the band, chorus and orchestra of Murray High
School leaving today for All-State
performances at Lexington for the
Kentucky Music Education Convention. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Hill.
In the First Regional High
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Blissful bride is embarrassed
to tell where romance began

School Basketball Tournament,
Murray Tigers won 80-76 over
Lowes Blue Devils with Brett Harcourt high scorer for the Tigers;
Lone Oak Purple Flash won 7773 over Fulton County; Calloway
Lady Lakers lost 49-61 to Lowes
Blue Devuls with Stephanie Wyatt
high scorer for the Lakers.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Kelso,
Feb. 26, and a boy to Dr. and
Mrs. Steven Tucker, March 3.

DEAR ABBY: 1 am in a
very awkward situation. I was
married last week and am very
happy with my new husband,
"Ralph." However, when people ask, "Where did you two
meet?" that's when the glamour shatters.
Abby,
Ralph and I
met in a public restroom
in a very
rundown
area that we
happened to
be vacationing in. I hate
telling peoDear Abby ple that's
where
we
met because
By Abigail
they usually
Van Buren
laugh, thinking it's a joke. Should I just
tell them the town where we
were vacationing? -- NEWLYWED IN THE BATHROOM
DEAR
NEWLYWED
I.T.B.: There is such a thing
as giving people too much
information, and that's what
you have been doing. By all
means tell those who inquire
that you met in such-and-such
town. There is no need to tell
anyone that the exact location
was a public bathroom or what
you were doing there when
Cupid's arrow struck.
•••
DEAR ABBY: At my last
job. there was a privacy policy in place in which no one
could ask nor discuss another
worker's medical condition or
reason for taking medical leave.

40 years ago
Robert Cummins Darnall and
Dale Mason Outland were inducted into the Army in the March
draft call from Calloway County,
according to Gussie Adams, chief
clerk of Local Board No. 10 of
the Selective Service. They are
now taking basic training at Fort
Benning, Ga.
In games of the First Regional High School Basketball Tournament, Calloway Lakers lost 4945 to North Marshall Jets and
Sedalia Lions lost 61-70 to Hickman County Falcons. Stan Key
was high scorer for the Lakers.
Jeannie Crowell of Murray was
presented the medal for second
place season average at the Midwest Intercollegiate Pistol League
banquet held at Holiday Inn by
Col. Lance F. Booth. professor
at Murray State University.

50 years ago
A program on "Youth on
Parade" was presented by Clance
Rohwedder, Peggy Outland, Glen
Brewer. Mitt Miller and Don Buxton at a meeting of the Murray
High School Unit of the ParentTeacher Association.
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament,
Lowes Blue Devils won 58-56
over Cunningham and North Marshall Jets won 80-68 over Tilghman Tornado.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Dowdy.

Todaylidlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Fnclay. March 9, the
68th day of 2007. There are 297
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on
March 9, 1907, Indiana's General Assembly passed America's first
involuntary sterilization law, one
that was aimed at "confirmed criminals, idiots, imbeciles, and rapists"
in state custody. (More than 30
states ended up passing compulsory sterilization laws that were

eventually overturned or repealed.)
On this date:
In 1661, Cardinal Jules Mazarin,
the chief minister of France, died,
leaving King Louis XIV in full

ton Roads, Va.
In 1916, Mexican raiders led
by Pancho Villa attacked Columbus. N.M., killing 18 Americans.
In 1933, Congress, called into
special session by President Roosevelt, began its 100 days of enacting New Deal legislation.
In 1945, during World War II,
U.S. B-29 bombers launched incendiary bomb attacks against Japan,
resulting in an estimated 100,000
deaths.

control.
In 1796, the future emperor of
France, Napoleon Bonaparte, married Josephine de Beauharnais.
(The couple divorced in 1809.)
In 1862, during the Civil War,
the ironclads Monitor and Virginia (formerly Merrimac) clashed
for five hours to a draw at Hamp-
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DEAR ABBY: Our oldest
son was married several months
ago. One of his best friends
from college responded affirmatively to the wedding invitation, saying he and his wife
would be there. However, when
the wedding was held, they did
not show up, nor did they send
a card or even an explanation
as to why they were not there.
We
just
received
an
announcement of the impending birth of their first child,
with a note about where they
are registered for gifts. We are
tempted to ignore it. What
should be our response? -STEAMED IN WACO, TEXAS
DEAR
STEAMED:

ment in the wastebasket, this
is your opportunity to display
better manners than this couple showed. Send them a nice
card of congratulations. Pen-

4
r7i

kft0i

However, "Thelma," the coordinator at my present job (I've
been here two years), constantly badgers us and insists that
we tell her our reason for medical leave or what our medical
condition is.
I have noticed that she repeats
to others what is told to her;
therefore I do not tell her anything.
Thelma recently sent around
a sympathy card for everyone
to sign for a woman in another department who had suffered a miscarriage. (I had no
idea the woman was even pregnant.) I thought the card was
tacky and a form of gossip,
and I told the coordinator so.
Her response to me was that
this woman has had other miscarriages!
How can I put a stop to
her insensitivity and gossip?
Should I go over Thelma's head
and report her, or confront her
one-on-one? I feel like I'm in
a no-win situation. Also, this
is happening at a large,
respectable law firm. She recently asked me why I had gone
to the doctor, and I responded
by saying, "Didn't I tell you?
Then, 1 guess it's none of your
business." She didn't get the
hint (!) and resorted to asking
my co-workers if they knew. - INVADED IN NEW BERN,
N.C.
DEAR INVADED: According to my labor law guru,
Nancy Bertrando: "In most
states -- if not all -- people
have the right to privacy with
respect to any medical information. Employers have the
right to require a physician's verification of a need for a medical leave, but not an underlying diagnosis. If Thelma asks
you again, say, 'I'm not comfortable answering that question,
and it's not appropriate for you
to ask.'"
Frankly, I find it shocking
that in a "large, respectable law
firm" they don't already know
and abide by this.

Although I can relate to your
impulse to toss the announce-
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Newsletter, P() Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
ion and advice on my two mention the title(s).
medical conditions.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
I.) I noticed blood in my
puzzled about something that
semen. I mentioned this to my has happened to me in the
regular doctor, and he said 99 past year. My left leg from
percent of the knee down to my ankle
the time this has become larger than my
condition is right leg. It almost looks
harmless.
deformed. It is puffed out, and
X- it goes straight down all the
2.)
rays of my way to my ankle. My right
spine shows foot is still a little bit larger
extensive than my left, which has been
arthritis of that way as long as Y can
the discs and remember, so the left foot is
Dr. Gott I umbar the same as always. I did have
spine.
knee replacements in 1998,
DEAR and since then they have given
By
Dr. Peter Gott READER: me no trouble. I am 74 years
Blood in the old, and, if you can enlightsemen should be investigated en me as to why this has hapby a urologist because it can pened, I *ould appreciate it.
be the result of undiagnosed
DEAR READER: The siturinary-tract malignancies. You uation you describe could be
need tests of your prostate gland due to fluid accumulation,
and, perhaps, a cystoscopy called edema, that is second(visualization of the urinary ary to venous or lymph-node
tract). Ask your primary-care blockage. I urge you to be
physician for a referral to an examined by your primary-care
appropriate specialist.
physician who will, I am cerThere is little you can do tain, order a scan of your leg
about your spinal arthritis, and groin in an attempt to
except to have physical ther- identify a blockage, such as a
apy with or without acupunc- clot, that needs to be addressed.
ture or spinal injections (epidur- Since your edema is painless.
al steroids), coupled with anal- I believe that infection is not
gesic medication. Whether or to blame, but I worry that
not you will require surgery your lymph system (or your
is an issue that can be addressed venous circulation) is the cause
by an orthopedic back special- of your leg swelling.
ist (or a neurosurgeon).
To give you related inforTo give you related infor- mation. I am sending you a
mation. I am sending you copies copy of my Health Report
of my Health Reports "Under- "Blood: Donations and Disorstanding Osteoarthritis" and ders." Other readers who would
"The Prostate Gland." Other like a copy should send a long,
readers who would like copies self-addressed, stamped enveshould send a long, self- lope and $2 to Newsletter, P()
addressed, stamped envelope Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
and $2 for each report to Be sure to mention the title.

ContractBridge
You have the following hand,
both sides vulnerable.
KO963 V A•KJ5•Q182
I. Your partner opens the bidding
with One Heart, and the next player
passes. What would you bid now"
2. Your right-hand opponent
opens One Heart, which you double.
and your left-hand opponent bids
Two Hearts, which is followed by
two passes. What would you bid
now?
3. You deal and bid One Spade.
Partner responds Two Hearts. What
would you bid now?
4. Your partner deals and bids
Three Clubs, and the next player
passes. What would you bid now?
5. You deal and bid One Spade.
Partner responds Two Clubs. What
would you bid now?

opportunity to respond and didn't
Obviously, the hand is too good to
give up without bidding again, and
the best way of competing further is
to double once more. The alternative
bid of two spades is a close second.
but the spade suit is a bit too weak to
mention independently at this level.
3. Three clubs. You have the highcard values to justify a bid of threc
notrump, but the wrong distribution.
The unbalanced nature of your hand
will be suggested by the three-club
bid. This is a forward-going bid and
indicates values well above a minimum opening.
4. Five clubs. Three clubs is a prcem_ptive bid intended to make lite
difficult for the opponents. Because
the bid denies the high-card values
for a normal opening one-bid, partner cannot be credited with as much
as seven clubs to the A-K and a sidt:
I. Our spade_ The only other pos- ace.
sible bid is two spades, but most
The most partner can have is a
experts would consider this hand not good club suit and a high card or two
good enough to justify a jump-shift of secondary value, which should
opposite a one-heart opening. Two produce a good play for game. Three
spades would be the proper bid if spades (forcing), followed by a raise
partner opened with a club or a dia- to five clubs if partner does not supmond because of the increased possiport spades, is also acceptable.
bility of making a slam. But opposite
5. Four clubs. The jump-raise
one heart, a suit for which you have shows approximately the high-card
no fit, most experts would respond
values you have, as well as implying
one spade, leaving any potential distnbutional features. At the same
giant steps to be taken later.
time, it leaves room for partner to
2. Double. This is still a takeout cuebid or use Blackwood if he is
double, even though partner had the interested in a slam.
Tomorrow: Putting it all together.
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1 Canadians
queries
4 Make a wager
7 Think ahead
11 Marble streak
13'Yee& r
14 Cartoonist
— Goldberg
15 Hence
16 Install carpeting
17 Island near
Corsica
18 Knight's gear
20 Musical key
(2 wds
21 Right to decide
22 Travel word
23 Yard tool
26 Slaw ingredient
30 Ms Lupin°
31 Grain morsel
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— Damone
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47 Just bought
48 Colorless
50 Passion
51 Fruit drink
52 Agree with
53 Rip
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DOWN
1 Curie daughter
2 The woman s
3 Express relief
4 Browbeat
5 Mild rep:ender
6 Quaker pronoun
7 We in advance
8 Soothe
9 'Fernando'
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Demand for corn
will spike meat
By LIBBY QUAID
AP Food and Farm Wnter
WASHINGTON (AP) -Strong demand for corn from
ethanol plants is driving up
the cost of livestock and will
raise prices for beet, pork and
chicken, the Agriculture Department said Friday
Sleet and poultry produt iron will fall as producers face
higher teed costs. the department said in its monthly crop
report
thanol fuel. which is
Wended with gasohne, is con
stuffing 20 percent of last year's
corn t top and is expected to
cobble up more than 25 percent of this year's crop
lite price of corn, the main
teed tor livestot k, has driven
the Lost of feeding chickens
up 40 percent. at cording to
the National Chicken (*crunch
I he council says that chicken,
the most popular meat with
constinier s, will soon cost more
at the pot ery store The indus-

try womes the competition front
ethanol could cause a shortage of corn
The average pnce of corn,
unchanged from last month, is
$3.20 a bushel, up from $2
last year.
For soybeans, analysts said
pnces are averaging $634) a
bushel, up from last month's
average of $6.20. Last year's
pnce was S5.66. Wheat prices
are averaging 14 25 a bushel.
unchanged from last month and
up from $3.42 last year
Also in the crop report, the
department updated the citrus
forecast to include the effects
of a January free7e on California oranges The California
crop will he 39 percent smaller than last year, and combined with free/es that are
expected to reduce the Florida crop, the nation's crop is
expected to be l S per,,ent smaller than last season

NATIONAL /INTERNATIONAL
READY TO BLOOM

s
AP
In this April 2, 2006 file photo, cherry blossoms line the Tidal Basin in Washington near the Jefferson Memorial, background
After an unusually warm December rattled the nerves of anyone eagerly anticipating Washington's grand ushering in of spring,
the National Park Service predicts the cherry blossoms will, in fact, bloom on time — during the two-week 2007 Nationat Cherry
Blossom Festival,
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biofuels pact
with Brazil
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in Bush was replat el hs a
swastika
hi his -Is minute ride ft Ill
the airport to his hotel on
rhursday night Bush's motor
cade sped by a doien or so
gas station., where drivers in
iii,' traffic c logged its
an
pump either gasoline or ethanol
Bystanders gawked at Hu ,h's
limousme, hut only a few peo
pie %dried Anti Amen,an seri
timent runs high in Braid,
espet.iall!, titer the war in Iraq
Bush rmssed the drinonsua
hons earlier in the dav pt test
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and heat some protesters with
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marsh through the financial
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talih agents, int luding Braid
ran troops and FRI and I' S
secret Sen.KT officers, arc
working to secure Bush's stay
in the sits that lasts about 24
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demonstrations,
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Attention
Parents:

cdtliation

to all Latin Amer
it ails. riot lust the wealthy
In I atm America, however
Bush s trip is widely clewed
as a 45,15 for the president to
counter the intluente of Chase/.
the populist ally of Cuba's
Fidel Castro, who has led a
leftward political shift in
Vette/tit:la, 1.4, uad,rt, Holly ra and
Nrcaragua
III taunt Bush, the verierne
Ian leader will speak at an
-anti-imperialist- rails in a soc
cer stadium on Saturday in
Buenos Aires. Argentina. about
40 miles across the Plate River
hour Slontecideo. where Bush
will meet I ruguay president
lats.! A a‘quei
Some protesters ,airs trig
stalks ot sugar sane. protested
the ethanirl agreement, which
is hying formally signed hy
44tticials with the State Depart
ment and the Branhan fi lreigti
illinistr!.
Hie demonstrators
45 anted that increased ethanol
phiclin non could lead tii sisial
are

a% allahle

Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2007-2008 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Program
Ea7s-t

loway
Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before
October 1, 2007 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 / Kindergarten program.
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the poor lie lett to
,it he t dile With mak hetes
Rush and his pals are try
inc
I,',.intriil the production
ethanid ni Branl, and that
has 144 he 5ti4pped. said Sutanne
Pereira its Santos if firanis
I andless Aorkers Aloy einem
Vt, hitt' House dismisses
talk that the ethanol agreement
how evil Bush and Salt a is
Armed at setting up an "OPEC
it Ethanol' ,anel lett by Wash
mon
o and Brasilia
Bush says he wants to work
Braiil Pitineer in ethanol
prirduction tor decades, to push
the des clopment of alternative
fit el s m Central America and
the( anhhean He and Silva alsi4
45 ant to see standards set in
the growing industry to help
turn ethanol into an interim
horridly traded commoduy
-It's not about production
sharing, its about encouraging
deyelopment and entourage the
Caribbean and Central American countries to get into the
game.- Bush's national setunIN ads iser. Stephen Hadley, said
In January, Bush called on
Congress to require the annual use irt tS billion gallons of
ethanol and other alternati% e
fuels such as biro-diesel by
2017, a fisefold increase over
current requirements To help
meet the goal, the president
also is pushing research into
making ethanol from material
such as wood chips and switch
Lt,
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9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
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Parents should bring the following items:

An

A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital birth certificate cannot be accepted)
Up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
The student's Social Security card
An up-to-date Kentucky Physical

(Physkals dated prior to February 1,2007 cannot be accepted)

An eye examination performed by an optometrist or
opthalmologist will be required by Jan.1,2008
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Murray Ledger at I nuts

One roadblock in the RushSilva ethanol talks is a 54cent tariff the United States
has imposed on every gallon
of ethanol imported from Brazil
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